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ABSTRACT

I argue in the following thesis that scholars of Zen should take the presence of Zen 
related commodities in the marketplace seriously, rather than shunning this presence with
respect to discursive parameters that orient scholarly engagements with religious 
“tradition”.  I hold that much of scholarly neglect stems from the view that 
commodification in general is a force injurious to religious tradition.  Nevertheless, when
we examine closely the material objects that propagate in the marketplace, the line 
between commodification and religion as discrete categories is blurred.  More 
specifically, “Zen” material objects past and present carry a semiotic and conceptual trace
encoded in analogues between them, and individuals’ rhetoric in relation to Zen’s 
institutional, doctrinal, narrative and popular contexts is telling of this semiotic and 
conceptual trace.
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INTRODUCTION

We live today in the age of partial objects, bricks that have
been shattered to bits, and leftovers…We no longer believe
in  a  primordial  totality  that  once  existed,  or  in  a  final
totality that awaits us at some future date.

—Deleuze and Guattari, Anti-Oedipus: 
    Schizophrenia and Capitalism (1983)

Imagine two patrons in an electronics store.  The store sells a variety of products 

catering to the growing mobile electronics industry and is the perfect place to purchase a 

product such as an iPad and ancillary products like a protective cover and carrying case.  

The first patron is in search for a protective case that looks rather pleasing to the eye and 

happens to find among the selection a finely cut wooden case with an intricate engraving 

across the back.  The case is just what she is looking for—simple, with an elegant design,

not flashy, structurally sound, and so forth.  But something interrupts her admiration: the 

title of the product is Zen Garden Bamboo iPad Case.  

This patron just so happens to be a scholar of East Asian religions and finds 

herself asking: what does this product have to do with Zen?  Does the designer know 

anything about Zen?  Does the seller?  What could possibly call to mind an association 

between Zen and an electronics product?  Maybe it's the bamboo; bamboo makes a 

frequent appearance in popular Zen art.  But to make an iPad case out of bamboo and find

it applicable to a tradition that began to take shape in China during the Song period (960–

1279) under specific institutional and ideological contexts, is this not a bit off the mark?  

Does the religious tradition not deserve better representation?  This now seems so kitsch 

all of a sudden.    
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She decides that the line stops here; there would be no sell as far as she is 

concerned.  Zen is more than an iPad case, she thinks to herself, and decides it is best to 

play an integral role in truncating the object’s spread through the careless, insensitive 

profit making machine of commodification.  

In walks the second patron.  He too is looking for an iPad case.  He peruses 

through the selection and the bamboo case catches his attention.  Like the first patron, he 

is intrigued by the streamlined and elegant look of the bamboo.  He especially likes the 

way the product’s structural integrity is formed by natural materials, not something 

synthetic.  This gives it the added appeal of being formed by nature.  And the name of the

product, above all, is fitting, given the way it looks and feels.  There is something Zen 

about it.  The bamboo, the smooth surface, its chic rectangular design that hugs the iPad 

just perfectly, the way it doesn’t compete with the look of the iPad—all of these 

characteristics add up to something “Zen” about the product.  It’s perfect, and it’s sold.  

The Zen Garden Bamboo iPad Case is an actual product made by a company 

called Reveal and it sells on several websites for a little under one hundred dollars.  This 

thesis is dedicated to understanding not only why commodities such as this one emerge in

the marketplace but how two types of individuals relate to this emergence in different 

ways.  The scholar and the individual whom I call the common pedestrian consumer 

approach commodities such as the one described above quite differently.  The difference 

itself is not so important as what this difference suggests with regard to the scholar.  I 

myself am a student of religion, with an interest in Zen.  My voice, therefore, comes from

a camp of scholars studying Zen, and much of my concern over the commodification of 
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Zen ultimately relates to how scholars handle this condition more than the many roles 

individuals assume in perpetuating it.   

What follows shortly is a sketch of dialectical tensions that affect scholarship on 

commodified Zen, especially Zen in the Western marketplace.  These are tensions 

between 1) discursive versus non-discursive engagements with Zen related commodities, 

2) scholarly notions of religious practitioners versus notions of consumers who merely 

enjoy a “Zen” look, and 3) the social construction of material reality versus material 

agency.  The first deals directly with the problem of radical semiotic asymmetry and 

commodification as injurious to “authenticity”.  The second pertains to the problem of 

confining genuine religiosity to the inner sanctum of the practicing individual and to 

“religious” space.  The third involves the autonomy of signs available for attribution to 

material objects (objects as interpretive texts) versus the autonomy of material objects 

from the linguisticality of material engagement.

DISCURSIVE AND NON-DISCURSIVE ENGAGEMENT

For quite some time now, much of the efforts of scholars to engage Western aspects of 

Zen have been rather productive—even those aspects that are assimilated into narratives 

and intellectual schemes far afield from the institutional and popular contexts constitutive

of Zen “history”.  This is precisely because almost all aspects brought into the fold of 

criticism have been intelligible to scholars not on the basis of ideological proximity or 

distance but on the basis of a shared means of knowledge-production subject to 

discursive engagement.  
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I use the term discursive engagement to designate critical inquiry involving three 

entities: the scholar, the discursive domain, and signs1 that the scholar engages critically 

in order to preserve the parameters of the discursive domain.  From the scholarly 

perspective, much of what is preserved is not the discursive domain itself but the objects 

of discourse—the individuals, materials and ideas of religious affiliation more 

specifically.  I am inclined to believe, however, that anytime scholars make a claim about

what falls within the purview of a religious tradition as well as what falls beyond this 

purview, they play a key role in who their readers view as “insiders” and what their 

readers understand to be religious by and large.  In this regard, the discursive domain 

overlaps with domains of religious activity, and to study religion at all is to engage signs 

that have and continue to support and perpetuate the academic construct built upon the 

acknowledgement of such signs in the first place. 

SEMIOTIC ASYMMETRY

The signs themselves tend to involve a tight correspondence between signifier, signified 

and referent object.  Take the sign “Zen”, for example.  Zen may signify to scholars 

works of chinsō (ecclesiastical portraiture), the activity of kōan dialogue between master 

and disciple, ritual chanting, seated meditation, specific types of calligraphic painting, 

temple architecture during the Kamakura period (1185–1333), ecclesiastical garb, and so 

forth.  And there are certainly referents in traditional Zen settings that confirm this 

signification.              

1 By sign, I am referring to the general dynamic by which signifier and signified cohere in the 
linguistic sign as sound-image and concept.  See Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General 
Linguistics, trans. Wade Baskin, eds. Charles Bally and Albert Sechehaye (New York: 
Philosophical Library, 1959) pp. 65-70.
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At present, however, a process is well underway that transcends these 

conventional engagements with Zen related signs.  Buyers and sellers2 are advancing Zen

commodities torn from the cloth of a material and visual genealogy that was once clearly 

interrelated with the genealogies of institutional and popular movements throughout the 

history of Zen.3  Now entirely separated from the genealogical cloth from which they 

came, materials and images are mixed and matched, fragmented and accrued into 

innumerable arrangements of pastiche “subversive” of traditional contexts.  Moreover, 

new materials and images are added into the mix which lend themselves to entirely novel 

formulations of Zen related media.  And because this activity of pastiche-construction 

abounds beyond the scope of what scholars normally interpret as religious activity (the 

activity of individuals whom scholars deem to be religious, in other words), the activity 

itself goes largely undetected.  After all, there should be no net in the water where fish 

are not known to thrive.

I contend that the crux of the problem for most scholars of Zen is that a radical 

asymmetry between Zen as a term and its corresponding materials and images in the 

marketplace allows the signifier “Zen” to float in relation to a wide spectrum of referent 

objects.  As these objects evolve quickly, yet subtly, through the medium of 

commodification, “Zen”, the floating signifier to which they correspond, continues to 

draw their permutations into its ever-expanding repertoire.4  
2 In addition to buyers and sellers, there is much to be said for the contributions of designers, 
craft-persons, and those in general who are responsible not only for the production of 
commodities but for their designations as “Zen” commodities.  The role of these individuals is a 
vital variable, and though my interest in this study lies more on the side of consumption, their 
hand in this process should not go unacknowledged.  Indeed, I plan to incorporate this variable 
into a larger project in the future.     
3 I use the term genealogy to designate a linear sequence of interrelated cultural memories across 
time. 
4 As I will explain below in the section on social constructivism and material agency, this power 
of the floating signifier depends largely on the notion that signs are ultimately autonomous from 
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A chic “Zen” MP3 player, for example, fits into this repertoire with respect to the 

actual set of referent objects to which the term Zen applies, but it most likely does not 

pass inspection through the doors of scholarly discourse, if scholars even acknowledge 

the MP3 player at all.  Ultimately, what scholars identify as commensurate with the Zen 

tradition occupies discursive space unreserved for any other “Zen” applications.

Moreover, the marketplace on the whole, instead of registering as a legitimate 

domain of socio-religious activity, registers to scholars as quite the opposite: it serves as 

a kind of involuntary mechanism that relieves scholars of the work of actively examining 

on a micro scale each referent that potentially qualifies as “Zen” in whatever capacity.  In

the minds of most scholars, I would argue, the marketplace automatically stands apart 

from authentic Zen contexts as an arena consolidating superfluous objects that do not 

correspond to the tradition.  Let us take a closer look. 

THE COMMODIFICATION OF…

A rubric such as commodification, and the activity of buying and selling therein, stands 

as a rubric in contention with legitimate Zen discourse, at least from the scholarly 

perspective.  But what is commodification?  Commodification is a loaded term.  Under its

popular currency, commodification can be loosely defined as the transformation of social 

value into economic value.  In other words, representations of a social domain or praxis 

may be acquired in some form or another by means of purchasing power.

A corollary of this definition is the identification of commodification with 

distortion, contamination, and the like.  In this sense, the term commodification, given its 

syntactical position to act upon the objects to which it is associated (the commodification 

referent objects, and can thus be attributed to the material world as symbols contingent upon 
interpretation.  
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of…), is commonly understood as a force that tears its objects, often cultural, out of the 

fabric of something pure and places them on the auction block to be misappropriated in 

the marketplace.  

Often evoked as one of the significant insights of Marxist political theory, 

this perspective views commodification as a process tending toward the depreciation of 

authenticity.5  When cultural representations of value to a particular group of individuals 

disintegrate to the extent that they become replicable, dispersible, and accessible to 

anyone with purchasing power, notions of a former, purer condition tend to follow.

I argue that scholars of Zen hold commodification accountable in this regard.  And 

despite my own degree of commiseration, I ultimately find this approach shortsighted.  

Elizabeth Outka, author of Consuming Traditions: Modernity, Modernism, and the 

Commodified Authentic, touches upon this shortsightedness from a perspective similar to 

my own:

Most of us are suspicious about attempts to commodify seemingly noncommercial
values.  Indeed, the proliferation of such marketing is matched by the proliferation
of critics who decry the phenomenon—or satirize it…  We usually perceive the 
selling of authenticity as fraud, as the inauthentic masquerading as the authentic.  
Accordingly, we are adept at (and often smug about) unmasking the commerce 
behind the façade: the distressed furniture is not really old, the soft-lit 
reproduction of the villager’s house hides the economic hardships that were found
there, and at the very least, that new soft sweater is unlikely to deliver the 
sophisticated atmosphere from the catalogue.  Such exposure is important and 
ongoing critical work, but the rush to condemn (or at least ironically smirk) has 
limited a critical investigation of either the history of such marketing or its 
powerful allures.  In moving so quickly to unmask, we have missed the 
opportunity to understand.6 

5 See Henri Lefebvre, The Sociology of Marx (New York: Columbia University Press, 1968) p. 
47. 
6 Elizabeth Outka, Consuming Traditions: Modernity, Modernism, and the Commodified 
Authentic (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009) p. 5.
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As we investigate Zen in the marketplace, I wish to echo Outka’s sentiment that we 

should not miss “the opportunity to understand.”  For our purposes, commodification 

should not be treated as a kind of virus spawned over the course of capitalist “fetishistic” 

tendencies to carve up culture into replicable, purchasable products.  Rather, I think it is 

best to consider commodification as a praxis to which individuals are necessarily bound 

as they function within a social network inclusive of the buying and selling of goods and 

services.

 I stress the term inclusive because the popular notion of commodification, as 

stated above, isolates social value from economic value.  In this regard, economic trends 

are relegated to the margins of society as agents of subjugation.  Alternatively, when one 

thinks of economic trends as intrinsic to society, one opens up to a richer investigation of 

social interactions.  

We find in Frederic Jameson’s work, Valences of the Dialectic, a more specific 

manner by which this alternative perspective becomes plausible.  Jameson intimates that 

one way of thinking about commodification is to acknowledge its power as an agent that 

shapes our cognitive reifications of concepts by first organizing the objects upon which 

such reified concepts are based: 

The analysis of commodification will lead us back to some prior discussion of the 
more fundamental phenomenon of objectification as such, or the organization of 
reality into things…; after this initial and as it were metaphysical stage, there 
would then be required an analysis of reification or Verdinglichung, the 
imposition of that metaphysical object form on entities which are not naturally so 
organized.  It is then the moment of reification which enables the emergence of 
commodification as such; or to put it the other way around, the existence of a 
tendency to commodification is then what motivates reification and encourages its
influence in all kinds of areas (the psychic and the cultural, for example) in which 
it did not previously hold sway or seem applicable.7

7 Frederic Jameson, Valences of the Dialectic (London: Verso Books, 2009) p. 258.
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Accordingly, the “commodification of Zen” may be a superfluous coupling of two terms, 

commodification and Zen, illustrating a foregone conclusion that Zen is an autonomous 

pre-existing reification affected by commodification, and by no means something that 

comes to be reified in the first place through commodification’s contributions.  On the 

contrary, commodification may have a hand, at least to some extent, in how individuals 

recognize Zen long before a somewhat shortsighted juxtaposition of the tradition against 

a deleterious commercial force is considered.  

Jameson’s notion that commmodification is an inverse operation that 

motivates rather than co-opts psychic and cultural reifications lends credence to my 

position that discourses themselves are reified bodies of knowledge subsequent to and 

contingent upon formative processes of an antecedent order.  Ironically, while the 

particular discourse holding commodified Zen suspect results from convictions regarding 

the integrity of the Zen tradition, the salience of the tradition in the scholar’s mind may 

be somewhat indebted to commodification.

But discursive engagement does little to acknowledge this possibility.  Radical 

semiotic asymmetry combined with the unfavorable stance toward commodification in 

general exacerbates the problem of scholarly disassociation from the marketplace.  This 

condition is quite different from one wherein marketplace patrons engage Zen 

commodities aside from discursive motivations.    

NON-DISCURSIVE ENGAGEMENT 
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Non-discursive engagement involves a manner of seeing foremost, but specifically the act

of looking at as opposed to the act of looking for.8  Looking for involves seeing with a 

propensity for self-alignment with discourse.  In other words, looking for is a matter of 

recognizing links between the features of materials and imagery and the wider discursive 

disciplines in which they are ensconced as representations—the staple of discursive 

engagement.  But looking for does not necessarily involve pre-meditated surveillance.  In

a seemingly anachronistic sequence of events, looking for is oftentimes not fully 

actualized until certain objects, once viewed, trespass upon or become entangled with the 

former, “authentic” object through a certain degree of semiotic “mimicry” or structural 

proximity.              

Looking at, on the other hand, entails seeing without reference to discourse.  This 

means that objects capable of inciting discursive stewardship in one individual may not 

spark such stewardship in another.  To be clearer, looking at is the act of engaging 

objects on their own “terms”, the absorption of the viewing subject into the object 

without the filters of discursive correlates.  To return to the example of the MP3 player, 

one who engages this item non-discursively simply is not concerned about its place in the

Zen tradition.  This, of course, does not mean that the patron finds the item vacant of 

meaning, nor does it mean that the patron is without any personal idea of what constitutes

the Zen tradition, for that matter.  It does mean, however, that the MP3 player is 

unrestricted to meaning in alignment with tradition, as scholarly discourse so often 

determines.    

8 I treat the sense of sight as both practical and figurative.  Seeing is a prime mode of 
engagement, so in this sense it is practical.  Nevertheless, engagement encompasses sensory 
modes of interaction other than sight, such as touch, sound, smell, and taste, each to greater or 
lesser degrees.  In this regard, I treat sight as a synecdochical reference to the entire spectrum of 
sensory modes involved in re-cognition.  
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Non-discursive engagement functions outside of what philosopher Fred Dretske 

calls intensional and extensional contexts of seeing.9  Let us consider the differences 

according to an example I find helpful.  Imagine a bed of small, black onyx pebbles 

nestled in the basin of a shiny white porcelain bowl.  This bowl sits atop a table propped 

against a tall blue wall.  Now imagine this image in the pages of a book on interior 

design, right above a caption reading “Zen table piece.”  One who engages this image 

discursively does so within an intensional context by drawing a distinction between Zen, 

as he or she identifies the constitutive capacity of the term in reference to the discourse 

that stipulates this capacity, and what is depicted in the actual referent image.  That is, 

what is seen registers within the percept of the viewer as belying more accurate 

information.    

If by some chance this same viewer comes to know that a second viewer does not 

relate to the same referent image along the same discursive correlates, this first viewer 

comes to understand the second viewer’s percept of the image as unfulfilled, as absent of 

the necessary indicators by which the first viewer is more “knowledgeable”.  This second

condition prompts the first viewer to attribute a degree of extensionality to the second 

viewer’s observation.  In other words, from the perspective of the first viewer, the second

viewer is not privy to what one should expect to see in reference to Zen.  This means that 

viewers who engage the image non-discursively do so without regard for either 

intensional or extensional contexts, as both are relevant to discursive engagements only.   

Above all, aspects of Zen amenable to non-discursive engagement, the kind 

engagement most active among buyers and sellers, transmit quicker and along a greater 

bandwidth of appeal than do aspects of Zen amenable to discursive engagement.  With 

9 See Fred Dretske, Seeing and Knowing (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969) p. 55.
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fewer filters through which to register representations of “authenticity,” common 

pedestrian patrons can advance the proliferation of Zen related commodities throughout 

the marketplace far and wide, in vast numbers, and with great variation.  While discursive

engagement sustains a conservative rate of activity by way of the intellectual 

deliberations and judicious approaches to authenticity characteristic of critical discourse, 

non-discursive engagement accelerates and widens activity, precisely because the 

characteristics definitive of discursive engagement are absent.

Of course, a discussion of the emergence of Zen related commodities and of the 

differences between those who engage them is one thing, but to argue that scholars 

should conduct research on commodification is another.  Turning to the problem of 

scholarly bifurcations between Zen practitioners and consumers of a Zen look takes the 

latter to task.

THE PRACTITIONER10 AND THE CONSUMER

First, the practitioner/consumer dialectic that I am proposing is not one that is necessarily

accurate.  Surely practitioners are consumers, and vice versa.  Nevertheless, from the 

scholarly position, consumers who merely enjoy a “Zen” aesthetic look are quite different

from those who purchase commodities for the purpose of Zen practice, such as when one 

purchases a meditation cushion.  This difference between purchasing intent is indicative 

10 By practitioner I mean a much greater rubric of individuals than what the term normally 
designates.  A practitioner is any self-proclaimed religious individual who engages in activity 
marked by the indicators of religious space, symbols, narratives and materials.  For example, 
reading doctrinal literature, casually relaying religious parables through the medium of 
storytelling, participating in church organized canned food drives, receiving communion, 
meditating, praying, performing temple chores and so on are all forms of religious practice, 
despite varying degrees of importance.    
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of a larger difference between Zen as a religious practice and Zen as a misnomer applied 

to a slew of commodities having no real relation to practice.  

In response, there are two counterpoints I would like to propose.  Let us say that 

to conduct research on Zen at all should involve confining oneself to activities involving 

practice, to greater or lesser degrees.  Given this condition, I contend that the marketplace

either directly or indirectly affects practice.  For example, at sagemeditation.com there is 

a range of alarm clocks which but for their association with the name Zen could be easily 

dismissed by scholars as items entirely unrelated to the Zen tradition.11  Yet, a 

practitioner may see a connection between Zen and an alarm clock that could be used for 

timing meditation sessions.  

Furthermore, the fact that these alarm clocks are pictured on sagemeditation.com 

next to similar timepieces such as the Reiki Timer and Zenergy Chakra Chime could 

indicate to scholars a misguided conflation between Zen and a slew of other terms 

borrowed from Asian religious traditions.  Designers of the Zen alarm clocks, after all, 

most likely have the idea in mind that products having exoticized Asian affiliation have a 

target consumer constituent that appreciates a certain aesthetic look.  But this consumer 

constituent is not limited to those who are after a certain aesthetic look only, and scholars

may easily dismiss the value of “Zen” alarm clocks as legitimate commodities useful to 

Zen practitioners.  Since this counterpoint plays by the rules set by discursive agendas, it 

alone should suffice to bring the marketplace into the fold of scholarly attention.    

RELIGION AS INFORMATION

11 See <http://www.sagemeditation.com/products/gong-timers-zen-clocks.html> (20 June 2012). 
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The second counterpoint, however, is one that I wish to impress upon scholars 

with greater earnestness: Zen, and religion in general, constitutes more than practice, and 

it does not matter, therefore, if aspects of Zen do not affect practice; these aspects are still

worthy of scholarly attention by virtue of a more robust notion of religiosity to be 

exercised by scholars.  In his book, The Moment of Complexity: Emerging Network 

Culture, Mark Taylor attempts to conceptually reframe our social institutions (religions 

included) in terms of networks as opposed to the vestigial, categorical schemes that 

predominate to this day:

In order to appreciate the far-reaching implications of religion, it is necessary to 
move beyond its manifest forms to examine the more subtle and complex ways 
in which it influences personal, social, and cultural development.  Religion is 
often most intriguing and influential where it is least obvious.  If we are to 
understand network culture, the eye must be trained to glimpse religion where 
it remains nearly invisible.12

To echo Taylor, I would like to add my own conviction: the study of religion, and Zen by

extension, should not involve the study of religious practitioners only.  

Now, such a bold statement should not go without qualification.  At present, the 

study of religion is highly inter-disciplinary; it involves an examination of literature, 

technologies, scientific discourse, medical practices, art and visual studies, 

history, philosophy, anthropology, and much more.  There is no question that each of 

these disciplines inter-lace with scholarly concepts of religion.  So the religious side of 

the religious practitioner equation is not one that requires a recalibration of sorts; it is the

scholarly notion of the practitioner as the embodiment of religion rather.  

As I see it, the tendency of the religion scholar has been, more often than not, to 

honor the innermost dimension of the practitioner.  This tendency derives from the 

12 Mark C. Taylor, The Moment of Complexity: Emerging Network Culture (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 2002) p. 6.
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phenomenological approach to religion wherein the individual takes primacy as the focal 

point of study.  Therefore, even if other aspects outside the religious individual come into

the fold of the study of religion (icons, ritual implements, alters, ecclesiastic garb and 

more), these aspects only become significant when articulated foremost through the 

voices, practices, routines and other indicators of those practitioners whom scholars may 

designate as religious.  In short, the individual serves as a kind of crucible or juncture 

whereby the scholar finds religion to be most salient. 

As an alternative to this approach, I wish to propose a measure by which scholars 

may locate religion not only in people, but also in information.  So what do I mean by 

information?  In a general sense, by information I mean clusters of communicative 

materials, symbols or signs that are not only bound between and limited to practitioners 

within a present state of religious activity, but which, as kinds of actors themselves, 

converge with practitioners who engage them.  

A corollary of this second capacity is that information is able to extend beyond a 

grounding of knowledge among practitioners.  That is, information is neither limited to 

interactions between practitioners nor to the “religious” contexts in which practitioners 

are present, but can travel with exceptional speed and range beyond these practitioners 

and contexts via certain forms of media.  To give a brief example that may be helpful at 

this point, the information emergent in the activities of Zen monks, particularly the 

indicators of voice (chanting) and image (ritual accoutrements and garb), may be engaged

by a videogame programmer and placed within the domain of the marketplace where it is 

accessible to game players who may dissociate themselves from the act of religious 
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practice, despite interacting with information in the videogame carrying within it traces 

of religion.  

To recalibrate the study of religion to include the study of information calls for 

two maneuvers: 1) the displacement of the religious practitioner from a position of 

primacy and 2) the disaggregation of the reified notion of “practitioner” into 

temporally segmented persons emergent through convergence with information along 

moments in time; it is best, from the scholarly perspective at least, to abandon the notion 

of absolute religious identity, despite the convictions of those who engage religious 

information.  Together, these maneuvers involve equal attention to clusters of 

information alongside the persons with which they interact.  

It is important to bear in mind that the consumer is not only on the receiving end 

of the diffusion of religious information, but participates, as a quantifiable functionary 

involved in commodity sales, in the proliferation of religious information throughout and 

beyond the marketplace, even if the consumer’s purchase stems merely from his or her 

aesthetic sensibility.  But to be clear, the consumer’s sensibility, like the religious 

practitioner’s sensibility, is less of an issue here than the act of advancing religious 

information through participation in commodification.

SOCIAL CONSTRUCTIVISM AND MATERIAL AGENCY

Perhaps much of the scholarly emphasis on the religious practitioner has something to do 

with the notion that individuals conceive of signs, and meaning more broadly, within the 

logos of human ideation.  With respect to this internal logos, the social constructivist 

view holds that the presence of signs in the “external,” material world extends from 
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human attribution.  The material world, then, instantiates meaning only because 

individuals are capable of assigning meaning to the material world in the first place.   The

problem here is that it becomes too easy for scholars of Zen to criticize its material 

manifestations with respect to “appropriate” or “inappropriate” semiotic pairings between

term and referent.

Regarding signs more specifically, Jane Bennett claims that “[t]here is a strong 

tendency among modern, secular, well-educated humans to refer such signs back to 

human agency conceived as its ultimate source.”13  Bennett finds merit in this position in 

the sense that it “politicizes moralistic and oppressive appeals to ‘nature’,”14 that it 

attenuates the calibration of human agendas in accordance with “nature’s” lead.  At the 

same time, however, she finds that this sequestering of the human from the material 

world forces the concept of agency onto one side of a human/nature divide, divesting the 

material world of “thing-power” entirely.15

As Andrew Jones and Nicole Boiven have pointed out, the early days of 

Saussurean semiotics has engendered within the social sciences and humanities the 

popular idea that “[m]eaning is constructed rather than given.”16  In this regard, not only 

do signs function as a medium through which humans may practically engage the world, 

they divide the world into socially constructed components, none of which has agency on

its own terms.17  

13 Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things (Durham, NC: Duke University 
Press, 2010) p. 17. 
14 Bennett, p. 17.
15 Bennett, p. 17.
16 Andrew Jones and Nicole Boiven, “The Malice of Inanimate Objects: Material Agency,” in 
Dan Hicks and Mary C. Beaudry eds. The Oxford Handbook of Material Culture Studies (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2010) p. 335. 
17 Jones and Boiven, p. 335.
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Yet, Jones and Boiven have also traced a growing agentive turn within the social 

sciences and humanities.  They recognize Alfred Gell as a major trailblazer in this 

counter-trend:

Gell boldly argued that art objects should be considered as the ‘indexes’ of social 
agency.  In taking this line, Gell was in many ways following a venerable 
tradition in anthropology, one that treats things as in some senses person-like, by 
positioning material objects in the web of social relations normally associated 
with the person.18

Gell took the “venerable tradition” down new avenues when he proposed that art objects 

are kinetic components that effect change in social worlds.19  Art objects, as he states, 

“change the world rather than encode symbolic propositions about it.”20  This means that 

art, at least based on Gell’s anthropological orientation, is external to the semiotic role of 

language.  Thus, even though humans construct art, art itself does not join the 

biologically inclined function of “saying something about the world.”21 

Art objects, according to Gell, act upon the social world in the sense that they 

motivate action in ways that are quite visceral, and have little to do with the second-order

aesthetic values which humans so often attribute to them—a condition espoused by social

constructivism.  To give one of Gell’s examples, a shield is viscerally “fear inducing,” 

and cannot be reduced to something “altogether meaningless,” such as the term 

“beautiful.”22  But as Jones and Boiven observe, Gell never went so far as to claim that art

objects were agents; he never deviated from the primary role of humans as actual agents 

in the construction of art, that is.  

18 Jones and Boiven, p. 340.
19 Alfred Gell, Art and Agency: An Anthropological Theory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1998) p. 6.
20 Gell, p. 6. 
21 Gell, p. 6.
22 Gell, p. 6.
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There are others like Gell who have attempted to part with a social constructivist 

framework for understanding the material world.  Anthony Giddens posited in his theory 

of structuration that non-human objects imbricate with the actions of human subjects, so 

much so that the conventional notion of agency as entirely human must be reevaluated: it 

must include the gamut of material objects that imbue the human actions wherein agency 

is most recognizable in terms of intention and execution.  However, structuration theory 

reinforces the subject/object binary whereby materials engender actions ultimately 

arbitrated by humans.  In this sense, material agency remains qualified with regard to 

human primacy.        

Jones and Boiven hone in on Bruno Latour’s actor-network theory as the first 

working model that views the material world as having bona fide agency.  In brief, actor-

network theory holds that the ontologies of humans and non-humans imbricate to the 

extent that each is imbued by the other.  No longer do “subjects” and “objects” become 

salient via interaction between one another, but rather the two lose their designations 

entirely as they are recalibrated into networks as modes of mediation.  Everything 

becomes an actor in some capacity, and most importantly shares agency, as opposed to 

embodying it discretely.23   

While actor-network theory may be the most accurate theory with respect to the 

ontologies of interlacing actors, the salience of these actors functioning within a matrix of

activity takes a back seat to their processual and operative capacities.  And this view, 

largely due to its ontological basis, can eclipse the degree of “thing-power,” to use 

23 For works on Latour’s Actor-network theory, see Bruno Latour, “On Recalling ANT,” in John 
Law and John Hassard eds. Actor-Network Theory and After (Oxford: Blackwell, 1999) and 
Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network Theory (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2005).
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Bennett’s terminology, that allows inter-action to be possible in the first place.  In other 

words, things are very much a part of how humans and non-human materials, regardless 

of any similarities or differences between them, assemble into actors at all.   

ASSEMBLAGE THEORY

The co-extensiveness of things notwithstanding, there remains a prominence in things 

which draws our attention to them, which allows us to sense a world teaming with 

entities, bodies, elements, bits, attributes, features, qualities, and so forth.  What is more, 

as Bennett puts it, “[w]hat is manifest arrives through humans but not entirely because of 

them.”24  This view is key: though humans may “read” what is manifest through the 

cognitive apparatuses which interpret a world of information, this does not necessarily 

mean that material objects are 1) manifest only with respect to signification, or 2) 

manifest due to causation traceable to human effort.  

Regarding the notion of human causation more specifically, this notion tends to 

artificially bifurcate the complexity of human/non-human interaction into human creative

power on one hand and a material dependency on this creative power on the other.  

Further, this notion locates material objects in the non-vital, dead spaces between human 

creativity, and fails to recognize the power of materials to coordinate with, and even 

influence, such “creativity”.  On the contrary, it is best to think of relations between 

humans and non-human material objects as assemblages wherein neither take primacy, 

but both embody agency as participants in conjunction.  Simply put, it is best not to ask: 

“who causes what to occur, or come into existence?” but rather “what elements, human 

and non-human alike, assemble at any given time and place which play a role in 

successive assemblages of similar kind?”   

24 Bennett, p. 17.
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So what is an assemblage?  Regarding its most concise definition, Gilles Deleuze,

the progenitor of the theory of assemblage, offers the following:     

It is a multiplicity which is made up of heterogeneous terms and which establishes
liaisons, relations between them, across ages, sexes and reigns—different natures. 
Thus the assemblage’s only unity is that of a co-functioning: it is a symbiosis, a 
“sympathy.”  It is never filiations which are important, but alliances, alloys; these 
are not successions, lines of descent, but contagions, epidemics, the wind.25

Here we find that the theory of assemblage addresses an interface between things without

compromising their salience as actors.  Additionally, this theory does away with a linear 

mode of cause and effect, and the subject/object binary that accompanies this mode.  In 

its place, Deleuze proposes that relations are a matter of convergence, of complex 

congregations.   

Bennett also emphasizes the heterogeneousness of assemblages, based on a kind 

of autonomy possessed by the elements involved:  

Assemblages are living, throbbing confederations that are able to function despite 
the persistent presence of energies that confound them from within…Each 
member and proto-member of the assemblage has a certain vital force, but there is
also an effectivity proper to the grouping as such: an agency of the assemblage.  
And precisely because each member-actant maintains an energetic pulse slightly 
“off” from that of the assemblage, an assemblage is never a stolid block but an 
open-ended collective, a “non-totalizable sum.”26

That each element in an assemblage has a “certain vital force” is an essential point 

regarding how materials, designers, buyers and sellers come together as independent 

actors to construct Zen related commodities.  In the greater scheme of commodfication, 

agency is not so much a matter of who or what is performing the act of assembling, but of

who and what are intransitively participating in what becomes manifest, without strict 

25 Gilles Deleuze and Claire Parnet, Dialogues II (New York: Continuum, 2006) p. 69
26 Bennett, p 24 (emphasis Bennett’s).
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delineations between elements as producers (human agents) and elements as outcomes 

(materials).

To return to the dialectic between social constructivism and material agency, we 

have a way of resolving any tension between the two, given that assemblage theory 

implodes this binary by assigning agency to both humans and non-human materials.  It is 

not the case that materials are never subject to “readings” as texts, but these readings 

should not imply that materials are vapid, empty canvases.  Conversely, materials often 

set the terms for readings by joining in assemblages that trigger certain designations, such

as “Zen”.  

In more detail, terms are suggested by the material composition of a commodity, 

or any material assemblage, for that matter.  Terms are somewhat enmeshed with 

material objects, and not necessarily autonomous signs emergent in the human logos, 

ready to be affixed to such objects.  In the final analysis, “Zen” is neither an abstract 

concept created in a vacuum, antecedent to corresponding referents, and merely available 

for instantiation by these referents, nor is “Zen” a definite property of certain referents.  

“Zen” is triggered by material indicators that, above all, are not entirely caused or 

managed by human agents, but emergent through genealogies of assemblages, of which 

humans are only a part.      

Up to this point, my aim has been to predicate a new approach to Zen in the 

marketplace upon three major factors: 1) how non-discursive engagement with Zen 

related commodities accelerates the movement of “Zen” as a signifier beyond the 

referents with which it is most compatible in “traditional” contexts, 2) how religion may 
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be understood as networked information, as opposed to the phenomenological 

proprietorship of practitioners, and 3) how the process of commodification is a process of

assemblage, involving congregations of designers, buyers, sellers and a slew of varied 

materials.    

I have yet to mention the kinetic movement of Zen commodities through the 

marketplace, however—how it is exactly that such commodities propagate from one 

assemblage to another via the intermediary agency of materials, buyers and sellers 

specifically.  This last detail has less to do with an appeal for a renewed scholarly 

approach to Zen in the marketplace and more to do with the actual mechanisms by which 

Zen commodities move through the marketplace at such high velocities and across such 

diverse forms of media.  

Put differently, if my initial aim has been to propose why scholars of Zen should 

pay more attention to the marketplace, my second aim is two fold: to suggest how Zen 

has come to be associated with different types of commodities, at such a rapid rate, and to

suggest what kinds of assemblages are evolving throughout the commodification of Zen, 

so that scholars will have a better idea of how diffuse Zen really is with respect to its 

traditional semblances.    

COMMODIFIED ZEN IN PROCESS: AESTHETIC MOTIF, MIMETIC 

TRANSFER, AND CONCEPTUAL METAPHOR

I have emphasized the capacity for elements of varied kinds to contribute to the formation

of Zen related commodities as assemblages.  But this capacity alone does not explain 

how an assemblage is able to engender another, or more precisely, how assemblages 
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evolve.  Assemblages are networked from one to the next, and in this regard, elements 

(materials, buyers and sellers) are continuously involved over time.  Assemblages contain

within them the kinetic impulse to transform, and in the case of Zen related commodities,

“Zen” travels with these transformations.

ZEN AESTHETIC MOTIF

In more detail, commodities coalesce into assemblages that I call Zen aesthetic motifs.  I 

use motif in a way quite similar to Gell’s use of the term “style” when he refers to 

Marquesan artworks:

Style, I argue, is ‘relations between relations’ of forms.  The aim of the preceding 
analyses of Marquesan art forms was to show how individual motifs (particularly 
in tattooing, but also in plastic art forms) could be transformed into one another 
by various modifications.  The Marquesan style, from a formal point of view, is 
the complex formed by the relationships which hold between all these 
transformations or modifications.  That is to say, the constraints governing the 
production (innovation within culturally prescribed parameters of style) of 
Marquesan artworks were constraints governing the possibility of transforming a 
motif or form into related forms; only if such a transformation is possible can a 
motif or form be said to ‘belong’ to the Marquesan style.27   

Style becomes apparent a posteriori: a style comes into view only after thematic 

semblances become traceable via their efficacy across various modifications.  Moreover, 

the significance of transformation as a routine process within styles cannot be 

understated.  Without transformations, styles do not emerge.  

I use motif instead of style because “motif”, in its precise designation, suggests a 

kinetic recurrence of a theme across different media, whereas style tends to connote a 

theme as distinct from others at large, as in the “Impressionist style”.28  Like Gell’s 

27 Gell, p. 215.
28 As cited, Gell seems to use “motif” in reference to patterns of semblances across particular 
forms of media, which is different from his use of “style” as the totality of motifs that give 
salience to a broader rubric of similarities within certain media.  In anthropological terms, these 
may be accurate designations, but because I am most interested in the cross-media propagation of
like semblances (as I will flesh out further in subsequent chapters), what I consider to be a totality
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understanding of “style”, however, I consider a motif to be “both unitary and dynamic; it 

is a field of possible or legitimate motivic transformations, rather than the totality of 

existing instantiations of such transformations.”29  

More specifically, I consider a Zen aesthetic motif as an assemblage that 

possesses, in its outermost semblances, recurrent elements, colors, configurations, 

textures, patterns, and so forth, which incite successive modifications in the entire 

assemblage by way of their appeal to buyers and sellers more than other human agents.  

Elements and like contributors are recurrent to the extent that they transfer onto similar or

different forms of media, but only in ways that necessarily engender modifications or 

total dissipations back upon themselves with respect to the evolution of the larger 

assemblage.  Furthermore, I claim that buyers and sellers are more involved than any 

other human agents in the evolution of Zen aesthetic motifs because, as contributors 

within the greater schema of these assemblages (not its outermost semblances, that is), 

buyers and sellers are the agents who advance motifs in commodified form across 

transaction events.  

Let us take a “Zen” potted plant as an example.  The potted plant motif (which I 

will explain in more detail in chapter two) is an assemblage that in one permutation might

(Gell’s “style”) is characterized by motifs involving mixed forms of media.  Thus, I use “motif” 
similar to Gell’s usage insofar as it addresses the process of transformation, but I also use “motif”
to address a totality of modifications between media, as I do not think “style”, in Gell’s terms, 
can be raised to an epi-phenomenal rubric beyond the “motifs” which give it salience.  In short, 
my use of “motif” implodes Gell’s understanding of a difference between “motif” and “style”.  
On another note, I use motif coupled with the term aesthetic because, to part from Gell, I am 
concerned more with the topical semblances which express a motif’s current situational 
complexity with respect to its evolution.  For example, I am interested more in a vase motif’s 
structure in a given permutation than the power of intent imbibed by the permutation.  Unlike 
Gell, I am less inclined to believe that the utilitarian and motivational values of objects are of any 
more importance than their aesthetic values, especially given that assigning teleological 
orientations to assemblages is problematic with respect to their own degrees of agency.   
29 Gell, p. 215.
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involve translucent glass, a curvilinear body, a tall and narrow neck, a circular lip, and 

tall wiry reeds with little to no foliage.  Each of these elements assembles into the motif, 

but none is restricted to successive models.  In many cases, each element will persist 

either in exact form or in slightly modified form; the motif retains its character as such 

because changes or dissipations in the number of elements are few.  

Imagine now that a designer decides to make a similar potted plant out of 

porcelain instead of glass, and sells it to retail personnel or has it placed in the pages of a 

book on “Zen” interior design.  Now the motif as an assemblage has undergone a 

modification with regard to one of its elements—its material composition.  And yet, the 

motif persists because a preponderance of other elements holds it together as a “Zen” 

motif.  This is how the motif is capable of sustaining its integrity across various media.  

And buyers and sellers, above all, contribute to the efficacy of a motif across various 

media simply by quantifying its market value and extending its shelf life.  What is more, 

the greater the range of media the motif imbues, the wider the consumer base.  And the 

wider the consumer base, the greater the motif’s visibility in the marketplace, and the 

more accessible the motif is to design modifications.  At last, this networked activity 

underscores a principal concern at the heart of the present study: Zen related commodities

propagate far and wide, at such a high frequency.  

MIMETIC TRANSFER

I want to devote more space here to the dynamic between human participants as 

consumers and a Zen motif’s visibility in the marketplace, as this dynamic has much to 

do with how “Zen” develops conceptually in correspondence with a material world.  

While consumers are many and varied, a Zen motif sustains a more stable and constant 
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constitution.  That is, a Zen motif is not so heterogeneous as the human agents that 

participate in its evolution as an assemblage.  Materials, therefore, likely set the tone for 

“Zen” related conceptual abstractions to follow, due to a processual architecture I call 

mimetic transfer. 

As Chris Gosden has observed, the rate of material transformations is typically 

slower than the rate of human generations that participate in such transformations:

[P]eople exist in a world made up of forms which are spatially and temporally 
complex.  Material culture changes through time at rates slower than the 
replacement of human generations, but also exists in a field of complicated links 
of form and decoration, cross-cutting the analytical divisions we tend to make 
between different classes of materials…30

Although I am in agreement with Gosden regarding the slower rate of transformation in 

the material world compared to rates of human involvement, I would add that human 

involvement is further divisible from generations into personal engagements with 

materials.  I would also add that analytical divisions between classes of materials obscure

not only the evolution of material assemblages but also the continued presence of 

individuals who contribute to this evolution, those individuals working between the gaps, 

so to speak.      

But this also means that a discrepancy between the sustained constitution of Zen 

aesthetic motifs and the contributive capacity of each individual human agent is quite 

large.  Moreover, since different people are involved in the process of assemblage at 

different stages, it is erroneous to claim that motifs, as assemblages, are entirely subject 

to human ingenuity.  Consequently, if human ingenuity is questionable then so is the 

30 Chris Gosden, “Material Culture and Long-term Change,” in Chris Tilley et al. eds. Handbook 
of Material Culture (London: Sage Publications, 2006) p. 436.
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social constructivist notion that conceptual abstractions of “Zen”, which should imbue 

and motivate such ingenuity, are what ultimately engender a “Zen” materiality.    

Though they play an integral role in the modification of a Zen motif by adding, 

subtracting, or altering its elements, human agents are also transistors for information 

subsistent within a Zen motif.  In more detail, I argue that the preponderance of elements 

that substantiate a “Zen” motif as such determines a designer’s measure of contribution; a

designer takes interest in and negotiates a degree of customization with respect to the 

larger assemblage.  Likewise, those who take interest in the motif non-discursively, usher

it across a transaction event, and enhance the market efficacy of the motif as a result, do 

so as contributors absorbed into the mimetic power of the larger assemblage.  In short, 

Zen motifs both influence and replicate through the human agents who engage them.   

CONCEPTUAL METAPHOR

If materiality has something to do with “Zen” as a concept then all the more reason for 

scholars to pay closer attention to the marketplace.  Within the field of archaeology, 

increasing attention has been given to analogues between materials, and the concepts 

encoded in these analogues.  Drawing from the dynamic of metaphor in cognitive 

linguistics, archaeologist Scott Ortman has found that during the Great Pueblo period 

(1060–1200) in the American southwest material configurations crafted through the 

media of textiles transferred onto the media of pottery without any significant changes in 

the conceptual layout of such configurations.31  Pottery was constructed upon familiar 

textile patterns of weaving, coiling, plaiting, and more, leading Ortman to suggest that 

31 Ortman is not the first to apply the linguistic understanding of metaphor to the field of 
archaeology, though his work is extensive in this area, and his analysis is most helpful for my 
purposes here.  For a comprehensive work on metaphor in relation to archaeology and material 
culture at large, see Christopher Tilley, Metaphor and Material Culture (Oxford: Blackwell, 
1999).  
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pottery is a textile, in the same kind of metaphorical dynamic wherein life is a journey, 

for example.32  

In more detail, like all metaphors, the metaphor life is a journey contains a source 

domain (journey) and a target domain (life).33  A source domain is a conceptual register 

of embodied experiences, such as the sensation of walking or running through three-

dimensional space, as in a journey.  A target domain is one which is much more abstract 

by comparison; it is a conceptual register of intellectual notions that have little to do with 

direct, embodied experiences, such as the notions of time or life.  In the case of the 

metaphor life is a journey, the notion of “life” is too abstract for one to apprehend 

without mapping it onto a more familiar experience; thus life is conceivable in terms of 

movement, a journey.  

Furthermore, Ortman identifies several properties of metaphorical structures, one 

of which is of particular significance here: the superordinate principle.  Essentially, all 

source domains involve basic-level categories when mapped onto target domains.  

Ortman gives the example of the metaphorical expression “my plans have been derailed” 

to point out how life (plans) is apprehended through the basic-level category of “a car, 

train, boat, or plane attempting to reach a destination.”34  At the same time, however, a 

conceptual rubric which cannot be broken down into basic-level categories subsists in the

expression, but is not explicitly stated. This conceptual rubric is the superordinate 

category, which, in the case of Ortman’s example, is the category to which cars, trains, 

boats, planes, and so forth belong: the category vehicle.

32 Scott G. Ortman, “Conceptual Metaphor in the Archaeological Record: Methods and an 
Example from the American Southwest,” in American Antiquity Vol. 65, No. 4 (Oct., 2000) pp. 
617, 637. 
33 Ortman, p. 616.
34 Ortman, p. 617.
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Ortman suggests that a metaphorical dynamic is noticeable in material 

expressions (pottery is a textile), just as it is in linguistic expressions (life is a journey).  

In keeping with this thesis, I claim that the aforementioned Zen Garden Bamboo iPad 

Case is indicative of the conceptual metaphor: a case is bamboo.  The basic-level 

category is bamboo; its concrete, aesthetic salience as a natural plant, with a limited range

of colors, shapes, and textures gives it a degree of concreteness.  The concept of a case is 

far more abstract by comparison.  But the most important aspect of this metaphor is the 

superordinate category “Zen” to which bamboo belongs already.  Therefore, not only is 

the case apprehensible in terms a more concrete source domain (bamboo), a case is now 

included in the conceptual rubric “Zen”.35    

The implication here may be that “Zen” is a top-down intellectual rubric that 

artificially envelopes basic-level categories, like bamboo (which could just as easily 

belong to other conceptual rubrics, such as “plant”).  I would argue, however, that the 

opposite is the case: “Zen” is contingent upon and in direct correlation with analogues 

between material phenomena (bamboo and case), despite being less stated in the basic-

level categories within these analogues.  To use an analogy, “Zen” continuously rides the 

crest of a wave guided by the momentum of material metaphors.  

What I take from Ortman’s careful analysis is that many concepts in relation to 

materials are not ideas about them (though this is a common understanding), but 

extensions from them.  Of Ortman’s analysis, Chris Gosden concludes that “[m]aterial 

forms don’t just embody concepts they help create them…material forms are not existing 

ideas made manifest, but help create and shape representations of the world which would 

35 I do not wish to veer too far off the topic of conceptual metaphor in particular, but it is worth 
noting here that this dynamic is how motifs, as assemblages of various media, are able to imbibe 
“Zen” as a persistent concept throughout the course of their evolution.
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not exist in the same forms without the prior existence of artefacts.”36  Here, the social 

constructivist stance that signs and referents are separable holds little weight.  Rather, 

cognition functions in correspondence with a social world inclusive of material 

influences.  

As I will show in chapter two, much of the rhetoric that authors of Zen interior 

design literature employ in reference to Zen concepts is tailored to the material or 

physical dimensions of interior design, such as space, dimensionality, natural colors and 

textures, and more.  In chapter three, I trace some of these concepts to historical 

interfaces between rhetoric and motifs, each of which is presented in popular Western 

books on Zen.  

To conclude, my intention in this introduction has been to frame scholarly 

concerns about Zen in the marketplace in relation to dialectical tensions, namely between 

discursive and non-discursive engagements with the marketplace, between notions of 

practitioners and notions of consumers, and between social constructivism and material 

agency.  Though the impetus behind opening the doors of scholarly discourse to Zen in 

the marketplace lies in reconciliations between these dialectical tensions, opening doors 

is only half of my entreaty.  There is much to be learned about the complex dynamics of 

how commodities propagate in the marketplace, and this is especially crucial given how 

information is exceedingly enveloping our lives.      

CHAPTER OUTLINE

This study unfolds in three chapters.  In chapter one, I show that several norms in 

scholarly approaches to Zen bar an investigation into the marketplace.  Again, this is 

36 Gosden, p. 436.
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because scholars understand the marketplace to foster consumerism at variance with 

activities in the Zen tradition.  What results is the treatment of commodified Zen as 

misapplied Zen.  Moreover, this sense of misapplication is exacerbated by the treatment 

of commodification as trope.  In other words, scholars tend to either trivialize or 

denounce the cohesion of Zen and commodification according to the upper hand they 

give to commodification as a force deleterious to authenticity.

In chapter two, I take a detailed look at Zen aesthetic motifs most prevalent today,

as well as a few of the commodities in which they are exhibited.  These commodities 

include books and websites on architecture and design and home décor as well as a 

number of digital models featuring activities, games and virtual images.  

In chapter three, I evaluate rhetorical developments in Westernized Zen in light of

the material dimensions of these developments.  As I will show, rhetoric related to Zen in

the marketplace stems from ideological formulations unique to Japanese engagements 

with the United States during the twentieth century.  Moreover, by examining several 

literary works on Zen in the West, I also show how a number of Zen motifs persist from 

past to present. 

CHAPTER ONE

CRITICAL APPROACHES TO COMMODIFIED ZEN

It becomes … the duty of those who have devoted their life
to the study of the principal religions of the world in their
original documents, and who value religion and reverence
it in whatever form it may present itself, to take possession
of this new territory in the name of true science, and thus to
protect its sacred precincts from the inroads of those who
think that they have a right to speak on the ancient religions
of  mankind,  whether  those  of  the  Brahmans,  the
Zoroastrians, or Buddhists, or those of the Jews and
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Christians,  without  ever  having  taken  the  trouble  of
learning  the  languages  in  which  their  sacred  books  are
written.

—Friedrich Max Müller, Introduction to the 
Science of Religion; Four Lectures Delivered at the Royal 
Institution (1870)

In this chapter, I examine criticisms of commodified Zen levied by scholars of 

Zen and by scholars concerned with the commodification of religion in general.  In a 

nutshell, a critical approach to commodified Zen is couched within the wider 

custodianship of religion as it is practiced “on the ground”.  I open with a brief discussion

of why this orientation is important for scholars and then turn to what I find to be a 

paradox within scholarly discourse, given that this orientation loses its stature when the 

marketplace is involved. 

I stated previously that the marketplace is a domain at variance with critical 

discourse on Zen primarily because of the perceived objectification of “tradition”—the 

misapplication of “Zen” materials, more specifically.  But in this opening chapter, I wish 

to speak more on the capacity for narrative within the tradition to open the floodgates for 

more commodifiable forms of Zen.  

More specifically, I advance the claim made by one scholar, Steven Heine, that a 

grand narrative has motivated reactive sensibilities among critical scholars of Zen.  My 

own contribution is that this narrative has materialized, so to speak, and the critical 

agenda against narrative is now one that holds the marketplace suspect.  

In this respect, scholars appear acutely aware of the circumstances narrative 

facilitates in commodification.  The interest consumers have for Zen aesthetic motifs in 

commodified form must appear to scholars as narrative taking a turn for the worse, the 
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supreme example of ideas unchecked by scrutiny, and now literally up for sale.  The great

irony in this critical perspective, however, is that the nuanced aspects of religion these 

scholars defend against the seemingly obscurant power of narrative are very much alive 

in the buying and selling of Zen related commodities.  

I think the implicit notion held by scholars that activities involved in 

commodification are somehow deleterious to authenticity stems from the idea that grand-

narratives can eclipse socio-cultural practices that are in fact quite varied and rife with 

context.  I believe the opposite is actually the case.  The commodification of Zen presents

scholars with the opportunity to investigate practices yielding a vast array of cultural 

artifacts that certainly speak to the climate of religion on the ground.  The parameters of 

critical discourse must change for such an investigation to be possible, however.  

HEINE: TZN VS. HCC 

At the outset of his work Zen Skin, Zen Marrow: Will the Real Zen Buddhism Please 

Stand Up? Heine introduces a long-standing debate between what he identifies as 

participants partaking in a grand Zen narrative and scholars in league to demonstrate the 

complexity by which Zen cannot be homologized into narrative form.37  Heine labels the 

37 Steven Heine, Zen Skin, Zen Marrow: Will the Real Zen Buddhism Please Stand Up? (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2008).  Among the works of scholars Heine associates with HCC, I 
recommend the following for further reading: William Bodiford, Sōtō Zen in Medieval Japan 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1993); Bernard Faure, The Rhetoric of Immediacy 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1991); Griffith T. Foulk, “Myth, Ritual, and Monastic
Practice in Sung Ch’an Buddhism,” in Patricia B. Ebrey and Peter N. Gregory, eds. Religion and 
Society in T’ang and Sung China (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1993) pp. 147-208; 
James W. Heisig and John C. Maraldo, eds., Rude Awakenings: Zen, the Kyoto School, & the 
Question of Nationalism (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1995); Richard Jaffe, Neither 
Monks nor Laymen (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2002); John McRae, The 
Northern School and the Formation of Early Ch’an Buddhism (Honolulu: University of Hawaii 
Press, 1986); Ian Reader and George J. Tanabe, Jr., Practically Religious: Worldly Benefits and 
the Common Religion of Japan (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1998); Robert Sharf, “The
Zen of Japanese Nationalism,” in Donald S. Lopez, ed., Curators of the Buddha: The Study of 
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disparate camps as Traditional Zen Narrative (abbreviated hereafter as TZN) and 

Historical Cultural Criticism (abbreviated hereafter as HCC).  His characterization of the

positions taken up by the two involves three general themes that are interpreted 

differently according to each camp: language, duality/non-duality, and social relations.38  

TZN comprises individuals who consider Zen synonymous with at least one of 

three features: ineffability, nonduality, and societal harmony.     

TZN: INEFFABILITY

Ineffability is characterized by the notion that language is the fundamental agent involved

in the construal of the self; and if a practitioner is to remedy the problem of selfhood, 

language is the place to start.  In more detail, language provides one with a set of tools by

which he may always keep the world in front of him as an experiential field of objects 

and matters to be surveyed and discussed.39  Thus, the feeling that one can have 

experience, that one is an embodied agent that can acquire experience, is co-extensive 

Buddhism under Colonialism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995, pp. 107-60; Brian 
(Daizen) Victoria, Zen at War (New York: Weatherhill, 1997); and Duncan Ryūken Williams, 
The Other Side of Zen: A Social History of Sōtō Zen Buddhism in Tokugawa Japan (Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005).
38 These themes are coined as such by myself, not Heine.  They are my attempt to label a middle 
ground between the opposing positions in each camp. Language is the broader theme from which 
both ineffability and speech are polarized. Duality/non-duality is my attempt to present both terms
as they correspond to HCC and TZN respectively.  Social relations, although suggestive of 
harmony, is the neutral expression into which societal harmony and discrimination correspond as 
opposites.  
39 I use terms such as “experiential” and “experience” fully aware that in a narrative context they 
tend to operate as self-referential signifiers.  That is, “experience” designates nothing but what 
the subject of experience chooses, leaving its meaning entirely contingent upon attributions 
resistant to public knowledge.  As Robert Sharf writes, “The problem with the term ‘experience’, 
particularly with respect to its use in the study of religion, is that it resists definition by design;…
the term is often used rhetorically to thwart the authority of the ‘objective’ or empirical,’ and to 
valorize instead the subjective, the personal, the private.”  See Robert Sharf, “The Rhetoric of 
Experience and the Study of Religion,” in Journal of Consciousness Studies Vol. 7, No. 11-12, 
(2000), pp. 267-87.  In short, I qualify these terms not to falsify their applicability, but to simply 
make it known that I employ them with the above caveat in mind.           
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with the employment of language.  By extension, experience is only recognizable as such 

when it informs the self.  As a result, the Zen tradition emphasizes practice in which the 

filter of language is removed so that self-mediated experience may be nullified.40

The attempt to overcome the use of language is most often applicable in kōan 

encounters between masters and trainees.  In short, the idea behind kōan training is for a 

trainee to sit with a master in dialogue so that the trainee’s level of insight may be 

evaluated.  At a certain point, the trainee must struggle with a portion of the dialogue 

containing a paradox, known as the root kōan.  As language facilitates the inherent 

problem of a paradox, language must be circumvented to arrive at a satisfactory solution. 

Heine associates legendary and historical figures such as Mahākāśyapa, Huike, Huineng, 

and Deshan with ineffability, as each has served as a paragon of those who successfully 

solve paradoxes by desisting the use of language altogether and responding either non-

verbally or unintelligibly.

TZN: NONDUALITY

Like ineffability, nonduality also pertains to the intermediation of an expedient of sorts 

by which experience can be made available to the practitioner.  If ineffability addresses 

the medium of language, nonduality addresses more generally the omission of any mode 

by which experience is mediated.  Icons, for example, are denounced as interruptive of 

the fullness of experience by falsely bifurcating reality into two domains, that of the 

practitioner and that of the agent unseen but for the icon.  The individuals Heine 

attributes to nonduality are again of legendary status:

40 Heine, p. 55.
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The nondual philosophy is epitomized by Bodhidharma’s response of ‘no merit’ 
to the imperial query about the value of good works; by Lin-chi’s dictum ‘kill the 
Buddha”; by T’ien-jan’s burning of a wooden image of the Buddha on a cold 
night when he needed firewood;…and in the saying often cited by Zeami that 
‘moonlight is cast on snow falling on the white heron standing by the silver 
bowl.41

Heine also associates nonduality with the austerity of Zen monasteries, the simplicity of 

rock gardens, and the parable on emptiness portrayed in the Ten Oxherding Pictures.42

TZN: SOCIETAL HARMONY

Societal harmony, as Heine notes, is “the equality of all beings by virtue of their 

possessing the common endowment of original enlightenment (C. pen-hsüeh, J. hongaku)

or innate Buddha-nature (C. fo-hsing, J. busshō).”43  Although original enlightenment and

Buddha-nature are conceptually different, they both speak to the condition by which 

human-kind is already awakened (though original enlightenment addresses the illusion 

that this is not the case). 

41 Heine, p. 7.
42 The Oxherding Pictures of which Heine speaks most likely come from the set of ten 
popularized in the West by Paul Reps in his famous book Zen Flesh Zen Bones.  Reps’ use of the 
Oxherding Pictures is most likely influenced by the English writings of Suzuki Daisetsu Teitarō, 
specifically Suzuki’s Manual of Zen Buddhism and Essays in Zen Buddhism.  In his work 
Hoofprint of the Ox: Principles of the Chan Buddhist Path as Taught by a Modern Chinese 
Master, Sheng-yen writes, “Historically speaking, two sets of oxherding diagrams, titles, and 
didactic verses have proved the most enduring—one by the Linji master Kuo’an Shiyuan (twelfth
century), the other by a late eleventh- or early twelfth–century master of uncertain provenance 
known simply as Puming…In China and Korea, Puming’s version has received the most 
widespread attention…In Japan, the situation is the reverse. Kuo’an’s diagrams and verses were 
introduced when Chan (Zen) was transmitted to the Japanese isles during the Southern Song 
(1127-1279 and Yuan (1279-1367) Periods.”  Via Suzuki and Reps, the set of oxherding pictures 
most widely referenced in the West stem from this latter set conceived by Kuo’an.  See Master 
Sheng-yen, Hoofprint of the Ox: Principles of the Chan Buddhist Path as Taught by a Modern 
Chinese Master, trans. Dan Stevenson, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001) pp. 201-02.
43 Heine, p. 7.  I would add that “societal harmony” is not unique to Zen, as it came into initial 
development as part of Chinese Tiantai doctrine during the 6th century, and is now a major 
teaching in all East Asian Buddhist traditions.
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When awakening transitions from an intellectual principle to a communal 

dynamic, societal harmony is actualized.  This dynamic involves, for example, monastic 

responsibilities, such as shared labor and codes of conduct advocating “poverty, humility 

and self-sacrifice.”44  Above all, societal harmony emphasizes the social networking of 

individuals who, in their efforts to universalize practice and knowledge, become 

aggregate components in a unified field of relations geared toward shared experience. 

Heine associates societal harmony with a monk named Baizhang, a monk who is 

commonly recognized as the first to establish the codes essential to Chan monastic life.  

Heine also associates societal harmony with the head cooks at monasteries, who should 

“prepare the proper amount of rice, such that by the end of a meal, especially during a 

period of intensive meditation (sesshin), not a single grain is either left over or wanted by

a hungry monk.”45

In reference to the features of TZN, Heine offers the following summary:

TZN…argues that Zen is an idealistic, utopian vision of nondual experience that
by its very nature continually stands beyond the fray and is free from 
contestation because it cannot be defined and resists any attempt at explication.  
Its own means of expression are merely heuristic devices or skillful means that 
form part of an indirect communication through paradox and other literary 
techniques pointing the way to silence as the ultimate truth.  To think otherwise 
is simply to misrepresent Zen…46

This “idealistic, utopian vision” proves too glamorized for scholars, however.  For 

scholars who investigate the history of Zen, there certainly is justification for their 

apprehensions about what is so often overlooked.  Zen history is replete with koan 

44 Heine, p. 7.
45 Heine, p. 7.
46 Heine, p. 6.
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practices, the worship of icons, doctrinal debates, commentaries on scriptures, 

hierarchies, lineages, rigorous training regimens, temple relations with surrounding 

communities, engagements with political, economic, and military affairs, and so on.  

In contrast, HCC is constitutive of scholars who employ three rebuttals against 

TZN: speech, mediation, and discrimination.

HCC: SPEECH

As Heine frames the debate, HCC brings into question TZN’s emphasis on ineffability by

citing numerous examples throughout the history of Zen in which language, most often in

the form of written literature, cannot be divorced from the prospect of ineffability.  That 

is, ineffability rests on the bedrock of language, and were it not for the copious use of 

language in the tradition in the first place (Zen has the most voluminous corpus of 

doctrinal and exegetical literature among all Buddhist denominations), the objective of 

ineffability would be without guidance.  Moreover, HCC reveals that Zen is replete with 

numerous genres of literature, such as poetry, historical records, hagiographies, sermons, 

and kōan commentaries, that do not necessarily coincide with the aims of meditative 

practice but function as personal reflections, the archiving of institutional history, and “a 

meta level of discourse and ideology.”47

HCC: MEDIATION

Although nonduality is certainly a prominent feature of Zen, HCC accounts for the many 

ways in which various forms of mediation are integral to practice within the tradition.  

47 Heine, p. 9.
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HCC shows how the worship of icons is incorporated into Zen rites, as well as how 

certain symbols are used for “healing or for gaining prosperity or longevity.”48  

HCC also reveals that Zen is not an isolated tradition unencumbered by the 

syncretic influences of other traditions within Buddhism as well as other religious 

traditions such as Daoism.  For example, various rituals (what TZN might perceive as 

superfluous meta-activity) performed in the Shingon denomination and in the Shinto and 

Daoist traditions have cascaded over into Zen.  This transparency, as Heine notes, “makes

traditional [Zen] claims for the prosperity of iconoclasm seem like little more than idle 

rhetorical flourishes.”49

HCC: DISCRIMINATION

The responsibility of monks to facilitate societal harmony within monasteries is, as HCC 

asserts, blemished by the problematic cases of discrimination that occur beyond the 

monastic setting.  Heine notes that Zen has contributed to “problems of gender and class 

conflict, such as intolerance toward the outcast community (burakumin), nationalism, and

militarism especially in colonial and prewar Japan.”50  In effect, HCC calls for a pan-

institutional introspection that accounts for the tradition’s contradictory history in matters

of social relations.

Heine offers the following as a summary of HCC:

HCC is composed of diverse methods for trying to construct a self-critical (or 
deconstructive) approach to appropriations of Zen by the West or its critics 
(Orientalism) and to presentations by the East or its sympathizers (reverse 

48 Heine, p. 9.
49 Heine, p. 9.
50 Heine, p. 9.
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Orientalism).  HCC defeats stereotypes by showing the myriad of factors that do
not fit neatly into or that defy the pillars of TZN.51

The features of Zen HCC endeavors to point out are the practicalities of religious life 

aside from the concepts and principles taken to be the Zen “experience”.  What is more, 

many of these features seem to undermine what is notably “essential” about Zen—that 

Zen is a “utopian vision of nondual experience that by its very nature continually stands 

beyond the fray and is free from contestation.”52  Why a history of military involvement 

if Zen is a “utopian vision?”  Why the use of icons to mediate the import of practice, and 

why the transmission of the dharma through rigid hierarchies if Zen is a “nondual 

experience?”  Why the need for doctrinal debates or multiple lineages if Zen is “free from

contestation?”  Why the need for rigorous training regimens when all that is required for 

the message of Zen essentialism to be received is for one’s outlook to simply be tuned to 

the right frequency.  The crux of the matter is that, when taken seriously, these practical 

features of Zen have a way of keeping the lofty ideal of a philosophically framed Zen 

essence from floating too high into the stratosphere.  

HCC AND THE VISUAL, MATERIAL TURN

At this point I wish to depart from what Heine identifies as the critical study of Zen in 

particular and examine the wider dimensions of critical analysis under the discursive aims

of Religious Studies—a purview within which HCC operates.  In particular, I detect some

similarity between HCC’s investigation into both the role of speech and the worship of 

icons in Zen and the visual and material turn taken within the wider purview of Religious 

Studies.   

51 Heine, p. 8.
52 Heine, p. 6.
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David Morgan provides a concise account of visuality and religion in a review 

article titled Visual Religion.  This article lends itself to the present study by highlighting 

the recent openness some scholars of Religion have toward the study of images aside 

from traditional scholarly perspectives.  At the same time, however, I find the literature 

under review in Morgan’s article to be quite exceptional in reference to the overall 

climate of Religious Studies, especially HCC.  Though the aspirations to open the study 

of religion to a matrix of visual and material constructs across a variety of socio-cultural 

practices are clear in Morgan’s review, I cannot say that HCC has followed the coattails 

of these aspirations.

I have not the space to weave into the present study the works Morgan reviews, 

but his analysis of the ways in which they presage a growing receptiveness to visual and 

material culture within Religious Studies serves our purpose well.  In short, Morgan 

acknowledges a growing trend in scholarship to understand images not only as static 

objects amenable to critical reception but as integral forces in the making of social worlds

—in ways, as I would argue, which sometimes prefigure acknowledgement by members 

of these worlds: 

Similar to the most astute art history, visual culture studies scrutinise not only 
images themselves but everything in a society that makes images operate, 
including perceptual habits, cognitive frameworks, popular and elite aesthetics 
and such daily practices of visual organisation as fashion, advertising, 
physiognomy and design.  As recent work of many scholars indicates, visual 
culture not only considers the production of images but also balances production 
against reception.  Images circulate in what some have called a ‘visual economy’ 
in which meaning is not dictated by artist or patron but levied by the process of 
circulation among all who view images and put them to work…The study of 
visual culture is not content with the explanation of images but aims ultimately at 
understanding the world that creates them and that they help create.53

53 David Morgan, "Visual Religion," in Religion 30 (2000): 41-53. p. 42.
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Producers of images are without prerogative concerning meaning or value.  Instead, 

images belong to no one in particular, they are always kinetic and dialogical, and as 

Foucault might add, heterotopic—images participate in disjunction, mimicry and the 

polyvalence of space and context.54 

Morgan also provides a useful outline of the works he reviews in terms of their 

implications for the present and future state of scholarly approaches to visual and 

material religion.  First, visual and material aspects of religion are now “treated as 

primary evidence, not as an ancillary illustration of non-visual ideas…”55  The 

implication here is that images are not only able to stand on their own as forms of 

evidence, but they also beckon reconsideration of how we access, interpret, formulate and

present evidence apart from non-visual means. 

Second, “images and objects are understood to participate in the daily 

construction of salient features of human life such as status, gender roles, and the sacred 

and the profane.”56  Images are externalized onto the body and onto social spaces as 

signifiers of character, position, lifestyle and more.  In some respects, one could argue 

that images are not merely superficial signifiers affixed to the surfaces of people and 

places, but are rather deeply entrenched modes of being—even to the extent that it may 

be more accurate to claim that individuals do not use images, but images use them.  

  Third, and implicit in the aims of HCC, images and materiality are assessed 

according to “ethnographic studies of provincial life and attention to domestic culture, in 

54 See Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces (1967), Heterotopias,” trans. Jay Miskowiec, "Des 
Espace Autres," Mouvement / Continuité (October, 1984) 
<http://foucault.info/documents/heteroTopia/foucault.heteroTopia.en.html> (17 April 2012).
55 Morgan, p. 42. 
56 Morgan, p. 42. 
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addition to the more traditional emphasis on official or elite culture…”57  Attention to 

images tells stories often more robust than what can be gathered from niche groups of 

literati and members of high literary cultures from the past.  Writing has proven an 

efficacious means of transmitting information across time (despite the problems of 

context taken to task by the critical aims of exegesis).  At the same time, writing limits 

readers to materials and content framed by those with the means to produce information 

in this form.  More to the point, there is no reason to participate in such limitations when 

non-verbal means of engaging individuals past and present is more available now than 

ever.  

Fourth, and again implicit in the aims of HCC (though unsuccessfully 

demonstrated in reference to the marketplace, I would argue), “images and visual practice

unfold in conjunction with language rather than in opposition to it…”58 Moreover, “the 

notion of purely visual, purely aural, purely abstract or purely linguistic domains runs 

counter to the semiotic complexity or religious experience.”59  Based on classical 

semiotics, we might say that image and sound or written word cohere in a unitary 

construct of information.  And though the appeal to images can involve a tendency to 

isolate images as bits or processes of information entirely distinct from lexical forms, the 

truth of the matter is that images imbricate with non-verbal modes of production, 

presentation, and communication.  

Part of the problem with turning to worlds of imagery so precipitously is that the 

means of comprehending the socio-cultural contexts in which they are viewed have 

themselves been linguistically oriented for so long, at least in the case of scholarship.  

57 Morgan, p. 42. 
58 Morgan, pp. 42-43
59 Morgan, p. 43.
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And so the tendency of some scholars has been to view imagery as an entirely novel kind 

of information, one that calls for assessment on its own terms.  

Fifth, and related to the objectives here in the present work as well as those of 

HCC (though again inconsistently), the study of images has had a hand in the 

decomposition of religions from discreet bodies of knowledge and practice into “local, 

discontinuous, historically contingent configurations…”60  Writing facilitates discursive 

formulations of information in ways which do not always mirror the viscerality of 

difference, the literal sensing of difference aided by visual engagements with objects.  

Writing, in other words, can artificially unify difference under conceptual rubrics; it can 

obscure real trees for fabricated forests.             

Given scholars’ concerns over TZN’s exercise of narrative without attention to 

nuances seeded in “domestic culture” (societal harmony, nonduality), without preference 

for the “semiotic complexity of religious experience” (ineffability), or without 

consideration for bodies of knowledge and practices that are “local, discontinuous, [and] 

historically contingent…” (societal harmony, nonduality), HCC appears to have set up 

camp in the newly settled territories of visual and material religion.61  This is most 

certainly true given HCC’s agenda toward TZN.  However, HCC’s stance toward the 

marketplace tells another story.  

Some scholars of Zen aligned with the objectives Heine assigns to HCC (not all of

whom are referenced by Heine) appear to critique the marketplace as a questionable 

domain from which Zen should be sheltered.  And this is where I see a major disconnect 

between the aspirations of scholars described by Morgan and the stewardship of Zen 

60 Morgan, p. 43.
61 Morgan, pp. 42-43.
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conducted by HCC.  HCC appears to foster the visual and material turn as it relates to its 

agenda against TZN, but negates this turn given the opportunity to illuminate its 

prospective relevance in the marketplace.  

I will attempt to problematize the aims of HCC with respect to the marketplace 

below, but first I want to briefly touch upon three works that exemplify what I find to be 

solid connections between critical scholarship on Zen and the visual and material turn in 

Religious Studies.  By lending space to these works, I wish to show how certain voices 

within the critical study of Zen are in fact pushing the envelope.  In earnest, my 

recognition of these scholars speaks to my own entreaty at the heart of this study that 

more scholars follow suit. 

The first work is from a scholar Heine identifies as having HCC affiliations, 

Robert Sharf.  In keeping with Heine’s TZN/HCC framework, I believe Sharf falls into 

the HCC camp as an anomaly of sorts.  Indeed, I would argue that Sharf’s work is the 

lone linchpin that holds Morgan’s observations together with those of HCC specifically.

The next two works are by scholars Douglass Padgett and Charles Jones.  Each of 

these scholars critically asses the situation of Zen in the marketplace in a manner 

evocative of the visual and material turn, but are without ties to HCC, at least with 

respect to Heine’s designations.  Nevertheless, their approach to the marketplace is akin 

to the measures called upon by Sharf in reference to visual and material culture. 

ROBERT SHARF

In his introduction to the reader Living Images: Japanese Buddhist Icons in Context, 

Sharf calls attention to the paltriness of visual studies within Western critical discourses 
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on Buddhism.  I wish to provide a sample of Sharf’s opening statement to underscore a 

degree of resonance between Sharf’s observations and mine in the current study:

Museums throughout the Westerns world are replete with Buddhist images—
depictions of buddhas, bodhisattvas, various guardians and attendant deities, as 
well as eminent saints and patriarchs rendered in stone, metal, wood, clay, and 
lacquer, and on paper, cloth, and plaster.  Buddhist images are now common in 
more pedestrian venue as well, including advertising, where the Buddha, typically
seated in meditative repose, is used to peddle everything from credit cards to 
perfume and luxury cars.  Yet the proliferation of such images in the West pales 
against their ubiquity in East Asia.  In Korea, Japan, and Taiwan, depictions of 
Buddhist deities are everywhere: in homes, on street corners, in shops, 
restaurants, and offices, in cars and taxis, on billboards and student backpacks.  
And, of course, Buddhist images abound in temples and monasteries, where a 
single complex might house hundreds or even thousands of images of all shapes 
and sizes.62

Sharf brings to light the question of how Buddhist imagery has abounded across multiple 

regions and within numerous social milieus without due attention given by Western 

scholars of Buddhism and of Buddhist art history.

In China, for example, receptivity to Buddhism during the initial years of its 

importation was largely centered around people’s interest in Buddhist images.  Sharf 

notes that “archaeological evidence indicates that Buddhist images were assimilated into 

Chinese religious life prior to, and somewhat independent of, the institutional and 

doctrinal aspects of Buddhism proper.  In other words, Buddhism arrived in China on the 

coattails of its images.”63  And again, “The spread of Buddhism throughout East Asia 

was, in short, coterminous with the spread of sacred icons; thus it is not surprising that 

the Chinese referred to Buddhism as the ‘religion of images’…”64  There must be a 

reason why the “religion of images” has been slow to translate itself in this capacity to a 

62 Robert H. Sharf, “Prolegomenon to the Study of Japanese Buddhist Icons” in Robert Sharf and 
Elizabeth Sharf eds. Living Images: Japanese Buddhist Icons in Context (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 2001) pp. 1-18.
63 Sharf, p. 2.
64 Sharf, p. 3.
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Western audience.  As we will see, the setbacks Morgan has identified regarding the 

primacy of philological engagements with elite cultures over ethnographic engagements 

with economies of visuality within domestic cultures prove applicable.  

Sharf contends that the reason the profusion of Buddhist imagery in East Asia, 

and the West, is so poorly reflected in scholarship lies in the normative approaches to the 

study of Buddhism.  First, as Sharf points out, “Buddhist studies in the West grew out of 

philology—the study of early texts composed in classical languages.”65  In effect, the 

emphasis on text eclipsed a myriad of Buddhist activities involving ritual, worship, and 

icon devotion, just to name a few.  Second, study abroad in countries such as Japan, a 

place to which many Buddhist scholars in the West have turned for further textual study, 

entails little attention given by both foreigners and Japanese mentors to the sectarian 

approaches to Buddhism that are definitive of the tradition in Japan.  As a result, students 

“focus not only on texts but specifically on premodern texts, thus shielding the 

contemporary Buddhist institution from critical anthropological analysis.”66  

The proclivity toward philology and textual studies rather than anthropological 

engagements speaks to the secondary status visual and material aspects of religion have 

had in juxtaposition to the primacy of language.  Exposing the primacy of language in 

Buddhist studies also explains the temporal vacuum within which colloquial interactions 

divorced from the intellectual endeavors of elite Buddhist literati have gone largely 

unnoticed.  As a result, these interactions are lost to the contemporary scholar seeking to 

connect the dots of world-view construction on a level far more involved than what text 

alone is able to present.  

65 Sharf, p. 4.
66 Sharf, p. 5.
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Third, the division of labor between philologists and art historians of Buddhism 

has impeded the exchange of ideas between these fields of study.  Of art historians Sharf 

writes, “Western historians…were accustomed to viewing a particular material artifact in 

the context of other artifacts, looking for stylistic affinities and differences. When they 

did consult Buddhist textual sources, it was usually with an eye to identifying a particular

image, but even then they did not always avail themselves of the full range of extant 

linguistic and text-critical tools.”67  Sharf seems to suggest that if these two fields of 

study had merged sooner, images, especially icons, would appear more kinetic, so to 

speak; they would correspond to narratives and documented rituals as functional and 

participatory agents in religious life.  This is made abundantly clear when he claims that 

“art-historical discussions of the ritual function of images in actual Buddhist contexts 

have been perfunctory at best.”68  

Sharf’s discussion of the differences between the aims of philologists and art 

historians speaks to the chasm between Buddhist images as objects having ritual and 

iconic functions and Buddhist images as works of stylistic art.  Morgan alludes to the 

blunder of this chasm when he stresses that purely visual domains are inextricably linked 

to the semiotics of religious knowledge and practice.  I would like to add, however, that 

this chasm has been steadily closing in recent years, as more art historians have taken 

interest in Buddhist rituals, less so as engagements with “art” and more as sacred 

activities involving relations with living entities according to visual signifiers.  

Fourth, “the Judeo-Christian intellectual legacy…holds the practice of idolatry to 

be a sign of ignorance, superstition, and retarded cultural development.”69  This last point 

67 Sharf, p. 5.
68 Sharf, p. 5.
69 Sharf, p. 6.
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is not nearly so conspicuous now, but the legacy itself has certainly mired the potential 

breadth of visual and material studies today in the West and in East Asia.

If we recall the facets of the visual and material turn outlined by Morgan, we see 

that Sharf’s considerations reveal the historical as well as current stagnation according to 

which these rather new facets are actually long overdue.  This is the connective tissue 

between Sharf’s work and that of Morgan’s: Sharf demonstrates, to some extent, why the 

visual and material turn is so imperative.

I believe Sharf exhibits inclinations similar to my own regarding the relationship 

between Buddhism and the marketplace.  The lengthy excerpt I have provided above 

demonstrates a measure of common ground.  To restate, not only are Buddhist images 

present in the marketplace, they currently flourish within this domain.  Sharf makes this 

apparent when he provides an itemized series of pedestrian venues within which Buddhist

images are most marketable.  Sharf also evinces that Buddhist images have been the 

staple of Chinese Buddhism since its importation.  

Given that Western scholarship has lent little attention to the rich colloquial and 

pedestrian activities through which such images have come to flourish, we are without 

definitive answers regarding the actual domains that have played a key role.  I postulate, 

however, that the marketplace was most likely one of these domains.  I also postulate that

the temporal gap between the profusion of Buddhist images in East Asia and their 

subsequent study is tantamount to the temporal gap between the current profusion of 

images in the Western marketplace and the legitimization of their study hitherto 

unrecognized.  The difference is that we are now dealing with visual and material aspects 

of Zen proliferating rapidly in venues accessible to a wide consumer base.  Yet, some of 
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the same normative approaches exercised by scholars of yesteryear are still active to this 

day.   

DOUGLAS PADGETT

Douglas Padgett has written an article that examines closely the upswing of meditation 

cushion sales in the U.S. titled “Americans Need Something to Sit On.”  I gather that 

Padgett’s initiative to research meditation cushion sales in the U.S. stems from two 

prerogatives.  

First, he is interested in documenting not only the practical applications of 

meditation cushions among Americans, but more importantly, the symbolic currency with

which they function as decorative pieces in the home.  Second, Padgett’s study is in part 

reactionary to the climate of skepticism surrounding the commodification of Buddhism:   

Today’s Buddhist Americans do not often give consumption a positive, or even 
neutral, valence.  In my conversations with Buddhists, scholars of Buddhism, and 
even employees of Buddhist publishing houses, I have been impressed by the 
rarefied, immaterial character of their view of Buddhism.  From some points of 
view, true ‘spirituality’ (and true Buddhism) is unrelated to the human traffic in 
things.”70    

In addition to those who reject the commodification of Buddhism based on the 

philosophical or spiritual tenets of immateriality, there are those who reject 

commodification based on sentiments reactionary to Orientalist persuasions.  One 

scholar, as Padgett writes, “acerbically critiques the American fascination with the ‘East’ 

and its symbols as a form of neo-Orientalism, maintaining that a fragmentary 

appropriation of Asian religions as a means of personal self-discovery reenacts the 

‘Orientalist politics’ of domination.”71  Padgett parries this viewpoint with what I find to 

70 Douglas M. Padgett, “Americans Need Something to Sit On,” Journal of Global Buddhism 1 
(2000): 61-81. p. 63 (emphasis Padgett’s).
71 Padgett, p. 77.
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be an astute observation: “[the] critique centers on an authority for determining religious 

and cultural choices seated in the individual.”72  The tendency of the religion scholar has 

been, more often than not, to honor the innermost sanctum of the religious “individual”.  

This tendency derives from the phenomenological approach to religion wherein the 

individual takes primacy as the focal point of study.  By extension, politics of the Other 

(adverse or productive) are understood to be guided by the internal compass of the self, 

not the persuasive power of socio-cultural narratives and technologies of identification.    

I would argue that popular notions of individual agency in the stewardship of 

“truth” or “tradition” is what makes Padgett’s study so relevant to the current debate over

the commodification of religion.  Padgett does not offer a conclusive position so much as 

complicate the issue of religion and commodification by acknowledging that social forces

motivate the individual as much as, if not more than, the contrary:

My paper…is an only slightly ironic look at how materialism—or, more 
accurately, consumption—conditions and is conditioned by spiritual 
communities…I am attempting to focus on the “interplay” of commerce, 
Buddhism, and consumption.  Thus, I intend to argue that consumption is an 
integral aspect of Buddhism in American [sic] and that Buddhist Americans’ 
consumption practices are, in conjunction with other factors, having a profound 
influence on the various ways that Buddhism in America is developing, how it is 
being perceived, imagined, and, finally, contested.73

In conjunction with Sharf’s observations, and those of Morgan as well, Padgett is aware 

of the social context in which visual and material aspects of religion beckon a more 

thorough investigation.  The difference is that Padgett is one of a handful of scholars to 

actually delve into the domain of commodification wherein visual and material aspects of

religion are most controversial, whereas Sharf and Morgan focus more on pedagogical 

72 Padgett, p. 77.
73 Padgett, p. 63.
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methods that should, in theory, accommodate a study of Buddhism in relation to 

commodification.

CHARLES JONES

Another scholar who engages the controversy over Buddhism and commodification is 

Charles Jones, author of “Marketing Buddhism in the United States of America: Elite 

Buddhism and the Formation of Religious Pluralism.”   Jones, in fact, uses Padgett’s 

study as a launching pad for his own study, though Jones frames commodification as a 

process implicating a distinct form of Buddhism rather than items or aspects partly 

constitutive of the Buddhist tradition en masse:  

I am concerned not with the marketing of Buddhist gear but with the marketing of
Buddhism itself, its teachings and its practices.  That is to say, I comment on the 
kind of Buddhism that has asserted itself in the marketplace of religious ideas in 
the United States, particularly through the kinds of commercial venues where 
religious ideas themselves are the commodity.74 

Jones, therefore, turns to Buddhist literature available on the shelves, newsstands, and 

from the Online services of the most popular bookstores in the U.S.  Of the Buddhist 

denominations most often displayed over the course of Jones’ research, Zen was far in 

the lead.  As Jones notes, however, “the books in the ‘Zen’ category did not represent 

specifically Caodong/Soto or Linji/Rinzai, but represented a sort of pan-Zen mélange.”75  

Moreover, the theme most often touched upon in Zen literature was self-improvement, 

again by a long shot.

As Jones reveals from the data collected over the course of his survey, there is no 

question that Zen, or any other denomination or major division within Buddhism, incurs 

74 Charles B. Jones, “Marketing Buddhism in the United States of America: Elite Buddhism and 
the Formation of Religious Pluralism,” Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle
East Vol. 27, No. 1, (2007), p. 214 (emphasis Jones’). 
75 Jones, p. 217.
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major redactions as it transitions into Western modalities of Buddhism-making—the 

marketplace being the most effective of these modalities.  Needless to say, many scholars

and enthusiasts are discouraged by this transition into the marketplace.  But Jones 

concludes that the marketplace itself is more of a revolving door into new cultures than 

an obstacle.  

I want to end this section with an excerpt in which Jones offers his concluding 

statements.  His sentiments speak to mine precisely:

In the past, as a young academic right out of graduate school, I might have found 
it very easy to be smug and cynical about the dynamic of Buddhism and the 
market that I have been describing in the preceding pages.  For someone who has
learned one or more Asian languages, spent time in Asia, and tried to understand 
Buddhism in the Asian setting, it is all too easy to smirk at the popular, 
“bastardized” Buddhism that has emerged in America or to deride as “trendy” the 
Buddhism presented by theses books.  More mature reflection, however, quickly 
wipes the condescending smile off one’s face.  After all, is there a “pure” Asian 
Buddhism that undergoes bastardization and commodification on U.S. 
bookshelves?  One might imagine that in medieval China, during the time that the
Chan (Zen) tradition was consolidating itself and coming to self-awareness and 
self-definition, a character analogous to myself might have appeared on the scene.
Observing Buddhism adapting itself to Chinese culture, he might have felt either 
smug or outraged at the bastardization of the pure Indian Buddhist tradition 
apparent in the emergence of Chan.76  

With Jones comments about China in mind, I bring the discussion back to Sharf.  Jones 

elucidates Sharf’s own observations clearly by proposing a scenario whereby the 

“bastardized” Buddhism in the American marketplace is a recycled paradigm of 

acceptance and rejection most likely analogous to circumstances in China so many years 

ago.  In retrospect, if one such as Sharf had raised the same concerns within the Chinese 

scholarly arena during the importation of Buddhism, who knows, the marketplace might 

have found a place on the pages of Buddhist history.     

76 Jones, p. 220.
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REACTIONS TO COMMODIFIED ZEN 

What follows are scholarly reactions to Zen in the marketplace.  First, I would like to 

make it clear that there is a difference between scholars of Zen and scholars studying the 

commodification of Buddhism in the West, a purview within which Zen certainly does 

not lack representation.  I have given some space to this difference above, but I would 

like to elaborate a little at this point.  

HCC is foremost defined by Heine as a group of scholars who attempt to attenuate

the rising popularity of a trans-personal, trans-historical narrative that obscures nuance 

within the Zen tradition.  I will select two scholars that I believe fall squarely within this 

camp—John McRae and Yamada Shōji.  I have chosen a third scholar, David McMahan, 

who satisfies this criteria of HCC affiliation save for the fact that he does not limit his 

inquiry to Zen in particular, though Zen is certainly referenced extensively throughout his

work.  

A commonality between all three scholars is their acknowledgment of a trend in 

the marketplace in which authors writing in the literary genre of self-improvement apply 

the term Zen in their works as a one size fits all method for success.  This clearly does not

settle well with these scholars; and they are not alone.  I contend that, in general, the 

preponderance of Zen texts related to self-improvement is primarily what inhibits most 

scholars from taking the marketplace more seriously. 

There are two additional scholars who voice their concerns over the situation of 

Buddhism in the Western marketplace, but do not explicitly reference Zen in this context:

Jeremy Carrette and Richard King.  I imagine, however, that Zen is implicated in their 
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criticisms in no small part due to its prominence in the marketplace.  Also, these scholars 

do not address a grand-narrative within Zen in the West, or within Western Buddhism at 

large.  They are focused more on the disciplinary power of market economies and the 

ensuing privatization of Buddhism that results from this power.   

JOHN MCRAE

Before conducting an extensive analysis of Zen lineages in his work, Seeing Through 

Zen: Encounter, Transformation, and Genealogy in Chinese Chan Buddhism, McRae 

notes several disclaimers in advance to qualify his analysis.  These disclaimers are 

McRae’s Rules for Zen Studies, and they are as follows: 1) It’s not true, and therefore 

it’s more important; 2) Lineage assertions are as wrong as they are strong; 3) Precision 

implies inaccuracy; and 4) Romanticism breeds cynicism.  

These rules illuminate the “mythopoeic” underpinnings of Chan sectarian 

constructions, and implore readers not to seek validation for such underpinnings by 

merely “using a simple minded criterion of journalistic accuracy.”77   Speculating whether

so and so is the real founder of Zen or whether it is true that so and so taught such and 

such has no place in McRae’s exposition.  What is much more important is that history, 

as it is cast in the light of its scribes, has layers of legend and folklore that enliven it to its

inheritors.  The construction itself, retro-grade or not, is real, and how individuals 

respond to “history”, regardless of its accuracy, is also real.  

With these insights in mind, McRae leaves quite a bit of elbowroom available for 

practitioners to partake in narrative formulations.  McRae speaks of Zen using language 

that accommodates theatrical and performative processes of tradition building.  Terms 

77 John McRae, Seeing Through Zen: Encounter, Transformation, and Genealogy in Chinese 
Chan Buddhism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003) xix.
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such as “mythopoeic creation”, “cosmic dance”, “cultural repertoire” and “fabric of 

creativity” function to accommodate the overall process of identity construction in the 

history of Chan.78  

The difference, however, between McRae’s insights regarding narrative 

formulations within Zen institutions and the narrative formulations of TZN is significant. 

It is the difference between narrative as a participatory function of identity construal 

taking place in specific times and places throughout the institutional history of Zen, and 

narrative as an overarching trans-historical, trans-personal formulation into which the 

nuances of Zen history, institutional or other, are diluted into a totalizing farrago. 

Since the latter form of narrative is arguably out of touch with context entirely, it 

becomes readily clear why individuals who draw from this narrative, such as authors in 

the self-improvement industry, will re-apply Zen back into specific contexts, even if these

contexts are incompatible with Zen as we understand it in the pages of “history”.  

Disinclined to favor this tripartite transitional process (from particular contexts, to no 

context, back into particular contexts entirely unrelated to former contexts) McRae has 

the following to say:   

Once or twice at formal academic meetings I have introduced papers with a 
dramatic reading of forty or fifty book titles that include the word “Zen.”  The 
most widely known example nowadays is Robert Pirsig’s novel Zen and the Art 

of Motorcycle Maintenance, but this is merely one member of a very large genre. 
Beginning with Eugen Herrigel’s classic, Zen and the Art of Archery (which has 
recently become the subject of some dispute), such works include Zen and the Art
of Macintosh, Zen and the Art of Windsurfing, Zen and the Art of the Internet, Zen
and the Art of Cubing: In Search of the Seventh Side (whatever that subtitle might
mean!), and Why Toast Lands Jelly-Side Down: Zen and the Art of Physics 
Demonstrations.  In addition to landmark books by D.T. Suzuki and Alan Watts 
such as The Zen Doctrine of No-Mind, Zen and Japanese Culture, and The Way 

of Zen, there are also any number of “The Zen of” books, such as The Zen of 
International Relations, The Zen Teachings of Jesus, and The Zen of Oz: Ten 

78 McRae, pp. xix, 6, 4, 27.
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Spiritual Lessons from Over the Rainbow. A single author has written books 
entitled Zen Computer and Zen Sex: The Way of Making Love—I have not 
actually seen either of these, but I hope they are very different in style!  The late 
Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh (1931-90), who adopted the name “Osho” toward the 
end of his life in misinformed deference to the Zen tradition, wrote a number of 
books explaining the ideas and texts of Zen, one of which is a lengthy tome with 
the snappy title of Zen, Zest, Zip, Zap, and Zing.  And recently there has appeared 
The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Zen Living, by two medical and mental health 
professionals without any apparent contact with the Zen tradition at all.  Some of 
these “Zen and whatever” volumes are good books in their own rights, but taken 
as a whole they perpetuate a perfectly banal misapprehension of one of the 
world’s great religious traditions. It seems that virtually anyone can claim 
authoritative understanding of Zen, or at least be comfortable in using the word 
Zen in works totally unrelated to the tradition.79

McRae’s acknowledgment of the works of Suzuki Daisetsu Teitarō and Alan Watts 

demonstrates his awareness that TZN, the camp into which Heine conscripts these 

authors as exemplars, certainly plays a role in the eventual development of Zen as a 

thematic term applicable to a smorgasbord of popular literary works.  

But more importantly, when McRae claims that these Zen works…“perpetuate a 

perfectly banal misapprehension of one of the world’s great religious traditions,” or that 

“virtually anyone can claim authoritative understanding of Zen, or at least be comfortable

in using the word Zen in works totally unrelated to the tradition,” he is drawing a line in 

the sand that demarcates the confines of tradition.  I find this perfectly acceptable.  

However, such sentiments intimate that if aspects of Zen are not applicable within the 

confines of what he deems to constitute tradition they are not worth investigating at 

length.  This I find slightly troubling.  

YAMADA SHŌJI80

79 McRae, pp. 101-02.

80 Yamada’s work is translated into English from Japanese.  The criticism I deliver is in response 
to the translation, and qualified in this respect.
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The context within which Yamada pens his work Shots in the Dark: Japan, Zen, and the 

West is the persistent co-emergence between Japan and the West of parochial conceptions

regarding the religious, philosophical, scientific, political, and artistic traditions of one 

another.  Based on Yamada’s observations, these conceptions derive from and contribute 

to the maintenance of narrative formulations.  And from his point of view, Zen fits 

squarely into these formulations as a false index pointing indiscreetly to all things 

Japanese.  

Yamada attempts to piece together a history of scholarly, popular, and 

pedagogical media (e.g. grade school textbooks, illustrated guide books, and cinema) that

lends evidence to the accruing use of the term Zen in both Western and Japanese 

religious and secular arenas.  The culmination of this historical interchange is the current 

profusion of literary works that have found a home in commercial venues both East and 

West.  

There is no question that Yamada’s listing of these works is exhaustive.  A partial 

list of the works he discusses include books such as Zen and the Art of Screenwriting: 

Insights and Interviews, Zen and the Art of Murder, Zen and the Art of Making a Living: 

A Practical Guide to Creative Career Design, Zen and the Art of Travel, Zen and the Art 

of Poker, Zen and the Art of Foosball, Zen and the Art of Monologue, Zen and the Art of 

Child Maintenance, Zen in the Art of the SAT, and Zen and the Art of Dodgeball.81  He 

also mentions articles such as “Zen and the Psychology of Education,” “Zen and the Art 

of Management,” “Zen and the Art of Policy Analysis,” and “Zen and the Art of Medical 

Image Registration.”82

81 Yamada, Shōji, Shots in the Dark: Japan, Zen, and the West, trans. Earl Hartman. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2009) pp. 12-16.
82 Yamada, pp. 16-17.
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Though Yamada gives credit to the idioms in which these titles take on a degree 

of importance regarding their respective topics, he nevertheless asks a question that I find

evocative of many scholars’ approach to commodified Zen: “[W]hy, when I line up the 

titles, do they seem kitschy to me?”83  It is a legitimate question, but one which assumes 

that a cheapening effect is the inevitable outcome of these Zen related works having a 

place on the shelves of bookstores. 

Items of a kitsch variety have been the topic of scholarly inquiry, especially 

scholars involved in visual studies.  They are items “cheapened” in large part due to the 

vast number and rate at which they replicate as inferior representations of original works. 

They thrive in the marketplace because they often have sentimental appeal among a 

popular consumer base incapable of coming into contact with or possessing the original 

items they portray.  

I get the sense from Yamada’s language that kitsch items have the capacity to 

subsume authenticity into the copy.  That is, consumers come into contact with derivative

items lending no reference to the genealogy behind their makeup.  The copy points to 

none other than itself and like-copies, in other words.  

Yamada’s circumspection of kitsch is also apparent in his discussion of miniature 

rock gardens:

The rock garden at Ryōanji has even made its way into the world of toys.  
Bookstores in North America and England sell the Mini Zen Gardening Kit, a toy 
which comes in a small box and sells for about $7.00.  It is a set consisting of a 
box about three inches wide by four inches long, some white sand, three small 
rocks, and a little rake.  You can play at making your own little rock garden by 
putting the sand in the box, arranging the stones, and raking the sand…However, 
there cannot be many people who would experience Japanese culture or Zen from 
making this miniature rock garden.  Regardless of whether one is Japanese or not, 

83 Yamada, p. 17.
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most people would regard this as a fake.  The people who sell this kit also seem to
be selling it as a gag item.84  

Clearly, Yamada disapproves of the use of the term Zen in reference to what he deems as 

gag items.  I would argue, however, that this kind of approach, while altogether 

understandable, places too much emphasis on Zen related objects as they appear in the 

marketplace ostensibly and no emphasis at all on either the social activity through which 

such objects find a place in the marketplace or the activity through which such objects 

persist in the marketplace.  

Like McRae, Yamada seems to juxtapose objects, whether they are popular 

literary works or items such as miniature rock gardens, against the Zen tradition to 

indicate radical discrepancies.  In effect, such discrepancies should exhibit enough 

variance so that the objects appear too divergent from the tradition to entice further 

inquiry from the readership.

DAVID MCMAHAN

Whereas Yamada focuses primarily on the co-construction of Zen between Westerners 

and Japanese, McMahan analyzes the broader co-construction of Buddhism in general 

between Westerners and Asian nationals.  Further, while Yamada makes specific 

assertions about Zen based on data collected from extant media such as textbooks, picture

books, pamphlets, and film, McMahan takes a more broad-sweeping and theoretical 

approach by examining Westernized Buddhism through the “native” idioms of theism, 

scientific rationalism, and Romanticism. 

When Buddhism assimilates into these idioms, a unique picture emerges: 

84 Yamada, p. 21.
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Buddhist monks appear in television ads and sitcoms, chant onstage at rock 
concerts, and build stupas in California and upstate New York.  Books on 
Buddhism fill the bookstores, while middle-class Americans gather for 
informal Buddhist meditation on college campuses and in Unitarian churches.85  

This kind of hybridity, as McMahan notes, stands in stark contrast to the kind of 

Buddhism that fills the Western popular imagination.  As imagined, Buddhism is a is a 

meditative tradition that focuses on the cultivation of compassion and other ethical 

pursuits as well as the cultivation of intellectual insights that prefigure the psychological 

and scientific “breakthroughs” slow to develop in the West.  

The impetus behind this imagined perspective is not hard to notice when framed 

in the context of East-West relations:

This new form of Buddhism has been fashioned by modernizing Asian 
Buddhists and western enthusiasts deeply engaged in creating Buddhist 
responses to the dominant problems and questions of modernity, such as 
epistemic uncertainty, religious pluralism, the threat of nihilism, conflicts 
between science and religion, war, and environmental destruction.86 

Into the streams of this two-pronged, East-West formulation of a novel brand of 

Buddhism came the writings of the most prolific writer on Zen in the English language to

date, Suzuki Daisetsu Teitarō.  Suzuki will be discussed at length in the following 

chapter.  Here, however, I wish to devote some space to McMahan’s discussion of the 

role Suzuki played in the redaction of Zen as the supreme example of the highest 

Romantic ideal “native” to the West—the intimate relationship between humanity and 

nature.  

In short, McMahan notes that Suzuki treats humanity as the mirror nature holds 

against itself.  According to Suzuki, Westerners are unable to apprehend this axiom 

85 David McMahan, The Making of Buddhist Modernism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008)
pp. 4–5. 
86 McMahan, p. 5.
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because the Western mind tends to see humanity and nature as separate, despite being 

intimately bound.  They must therefore be conditioned to bypass the intellectual framing 

of humanity and nature as two distinct entities so that they may make spontaneous, pre-

reflective contact with nature in the immediacy of the present.  

TZN followers most certainly borrow from the ideas of Suzuki.  Like McRae and 

Yamada, McMahan notices some connective tissue between TZN’s propensity for 

romanticized concepts and the production of Zen related literature in the marketplace:

There is no shortage of contemporary examples of artists and writers inspired by 
this articulation of Buddhist-Romantic spontaneity and creativity.  The close 
connection between Buddhist meditation, spontaneity, and art is virtually 
axiomatic in Buddhist modernism…The farthest flung incarnation of the 
Buddhist-Romantic idea of creativity is the hundreds of books entitled Zen and 
the Art of…and The Zen of…, an entire cottage industry, advising a relaxed but 
alert approach to golf, finance, and diaper changing.  In these productions, the 
often fatuous spawn of Suzuki’s ideas, one can occasionally hear the echo of 
Takuan’s sword swishing and even perceive timid shadows of Suzuki’s critique of
rationalism, but often in service of either the very capitalist consumerist culture 
Suzuki critiqued or the quest for temporary escape from it.87

Also like McRae, McMahan finds the ubiquity of Zen across genres telling of the 

blanketing effect narrative formulations have upon local forms of Buddhism.  McMahan 

fears that Zen and the Art of…works are deposited in local venues through commercial 

terminals having a global sprawl.  He calls this rather novel paradigm global folk 

Buddhism, “the emerging ‘popular religion’ within Buddhist modernism.”88

Indicative of the digital age, global folk Buddhism is the result of a closely knit 

global community of individuals who collectively partake in a kind of human algorithm 

working in favor of the lowest common denominator.  The lowest common denominator, 

in similar fashion to what I have described in the introduction, causes terms such as Zen 

87 McMahan, p. 144.
88 McMahan, p. 261.
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to lose meaning in various localized contexts.  However, the detachment of these locally 

contingent meanings from Zen leaves the term open for renewed meaning as the term 

becomes available for novel couplings, couplings that speak to a wider, less informed 

audience:  

Practitioners of global folk Buddhism, like those of local folk Buddhisms, do not 
have a sophisticated understanding of their own tradition and liberally mingle it 
with their “native” customs—in this case, various forms of self-help, sports, 
commerce, entertainment, drug use, fashion, corporate culture, and other religious
traditions and subcultures (e.g., the “Dead Buddhist Society,” for fans of 
Buddhism and the Grateful Dead; Zen Management for corporate heads)…This 
Buddhism produces a unique material culture of Buddhist paraphernalia—beads, 
statues, exotic clothing—as practitioners fashion a Buddhist identity by imbibing 
popularized Buddhist teachings and practices, as well as consuming with a niche 
market of consumer goods and services.  Buddha images multiply endlessly, not 
only in stone and metal but in printed and electronic images, no longer 
embodiments of buddhas themselves but advertisements for particular products, 
accessories to a particular lifestyle.  They manifest not to answer prayers, grant 
wishes, and bestow good merit, as in local popular Buddhism, but to project 
cultural capital and, particularly in the current vogue for using Buddhism in 
advertising, draw capital. 

For McMahan, the reach of capitalism is troubling, though not necessarily surprising.  As

he states, just as Buddhism was received into antecedent cultural frameworks of spirit 

worship and amulet cults in Asian societies, so too is it received by Westerners into the 

antecedent frameworks of capitalism.  

Unlike the importation of Buddhism into localities across Asia, however, 

importation into the West is not a matter of subsuming earlier models of the tradition into

novel formulations (meaning that the history and hagiography of the tradition changes 

from the perspective of the recipient, but the integrity of earlier models remain 

efficacious on their own terms) but a matter of erasure whereby these earlier models 

extant in contemporary local communities are outmoded entirely:
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The difference is that the global postmodern popular culture of which global folk 
Buddhism is part, with its tendency to assimilate all elements of culture to its 
banality, is imperialistic.  Globalizing cultures tend to insert themselves into local 
cultures in ways that aspire to occupy all social space, while local popular cultures
are less mobile, have less transnational appeal, and therefore are more vulnerable 
to being displaced by globalizing cultures.  For this reason, global folk Buddhism 
may in fact represent a danger to local Buddhisms.89

I sympathize with McMahan’s concern.  In fact, I think he his on to something of extreme

importance, and I hope scholars follow in his tracks with an eye on the status of local 

Buddhist communities.  A problem arises, however, when McMahan evokes the 

marketplace only in reference to its effects upon local communities.  In this single 

capacity, so long as local Buddhist communities persist, the marketplace may always be 

deemed an ominous threat.  To reduce the marketplace to a mere relational modality is to 

continue to implicate emergent commodities in the potential erasure of localized 

Buddhism.  I think this approach fails to view the emergence of Buddhist related 

commodities (Zen related commodities, specifically) on their own terms, as articles of 

originality.    

JEREMY CARRETTE AND RICHARD KING

McMahan frames the commercial takeover of Buddhism as a process whereby ideas and 

practices synthesized with theism, scientific rationalism, and Romanticism eventually 

feed into the hands of capitalism.  That is, these three areas of discourse are ultimately 

distinct from but amenable to the marketplace.  Carrette and King, on the other hand, 

argue that Buddhism in the West is reconstructed through the rhetoric of psychology, 

which, as they intimate, is already an in situ discourse of capitalism.  Buddhism in the 

89 McMahan, p. 263.
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West, therefore, does not feed into the hands of capitalism; it takes shape at the outset as 

a form of privatized religion having its roots in the marketplace.  

To begin their argument, Carrette and King contend that the domain of religion is 

inextricably connected with other domains of human activity: 

There is no essence or definitive meaning to terms like spirituality or religion.  
The attraction of defining an essence is that it clearly demarcates a field for the 
purposes of analysis.  Such a move, however, leaves the impression that 
spirituality is somehow really divorced from other spheres of human life such as 
economics, culture, and politics.90

This core utterance is followed by an explanation for why individuals tend to view these 

domains as separate:

We are led to compartmentalize in this way partly because modern liberalism 
(deriving from the Enlightenment) has encouraged us to fear the mixture of 
politics and religion and promoted in its place a model of the modern secular state
where religion is safely kept at the margins of society or in the minds of its 
individual members.  As a result, we are peculiarly predisposed to see religion, 
economics and politics as separate domains of the social world.91

Symptomatic of the Enlightenment, Carrette and King argue, religion fell into the stream 

of a powerful cultural current in the West to psychologize human activity as a cornucopia

of private experiences.  Thus, religion was extracted from the public sphere of collective 

experience and divvied up into a repertoire of ideological elements available for personal 

acquisition.  Religion became a matter of personal belief and orientation, in short.  

Carrette and King claim that the wellspring of psychologization92 from which 

anyone may customize religious identities is the same wellspring from which 

commodification has issued forth into the public sphere: “the selling-off of religious 

90 Jeremy Carrette and Richard King, Selling Spirituality: The Silent Takeover of Religion 
(London: Routledge, 2005) p. 3.
91 Carrette and King, p. 10.
92 Carrette and King identify psychologists Wilhelm Wundt (1832-1920), William James (1842-
1910), Gordon Allport (1897-1967), and Abraham Maslow (1908-1970) as major figures in the 
development in the West of a view of human experience as private and self-guided.  
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buildings, ideas and claims to authenticity in service to individual/corporate profit and the

promotion of a particular worldview and mode of life, namely corporate capitalism.”93   

Consequently, the public sphere has been converted into an arena in which both religion 

and consumerism can be exercised as one in the same: a homologized system facilitating 

private interests.

Regarding Buddhism, Carrette and King find the maxims of Buddhism at variance

with the prevailing thrust to privatize religion in the West:

Buddhist teachings aim at undercutting our individual ‘religions of the self’ by 
deconstructing the ‘self’ that is the object of our devotion.  By contrast, the kind 
of New Age teachings that we commonly find sold to us as ‘Asian spirituality’ 
reflect a very western cultural obsession with the individual self and a distinct 
lack of interest in compassion, the disciplining of desire, self-less service to others
and questions of social justice.94

They appear to be dissenting against customary tendencies within capitalism they believe 

to be antagonistic to Buddhist “truths”.  This is perfectly permissible from an “insider” 

perspective.  I would argue, however, that a call to truth casts light on the limits of their 

critical distance.  Carrette and King are problematizing the marketplace in a tone more 

contentious than critical.  

In a measure of irony, Carrette and King seem to be adopting the very ideology of

privatization they hold suspect as a conceptual filter for other areas of discourse.  They 

are using privatization as a means of detecting the difference between the truths of 

Buddhism and the shortcomings of privatization.  This manner of reverse engineering 

their way to Buddhist truths via the elimination of privatized interests not only renders an

all too perfect guise of Buddhism, but also discounts the marketplace as a legitimate 

93 Carrette and King, p. 15.
94 Carrette and King, p. 114.
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domain of religious activity—a rather different approach from the melting-pot model 

with which Carrette and King begin their critique.   

My objective in this chapter has not been to find criticism unwarranted or without 

reason, but to claim that commodified Zen is and may continue to be eclipsed by 

criticism.  The pace at which Zen aesthetic motifs evolve in commodified form is 

considerably rapid.  As I have said before, this condition alone makes a study of Zen in 

the marketplace difficult.  But this measure of difficulty is compounded when the 

majority of scholars deem the marketplace to be antagonistic toward the Zen tradition.  

This line of reasoning, in my opinion, prematurely inhibits an investigation into the 

marketplace.   

CHAPTER TWO

ZEN AESTHETIC MOTIFS AND THE RHETORIC OF MATERIALITY

Writing about Zen and the art of pottery is as nonsensical
as writing about art and education, for the very words for
which I need definitions will not submit to them. My terms
are lived realities or they are nothing at all…

—Kenneth R. Beittel, “Zen and the Art of Pottery” (1990)

We now turn to an examination of Zen aesthetic motifs and the commodities in 

which they are present.  This entails a look at a number of motifs and the aesthetic 
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categories through which they have sustained a somewhat steady appearance across time,

namely architecture and design, home décor, and digital models.  Additionally, I examine

the rhetoric of several authors who write about Zen in reference to certain commodities, 

specifically their descriptions of the commodities’ physical and material capacities.  I 

derive from this rhetoric a consistent interface between concepts and materiality.

I also take up the task of tracing semiotic developments in Zen as it develops in 

the West, developments which have led to the aforementioned rhetoric of Zen in the 

marketplace.  As I intend to show, two famous Japanese thinkers greatly influence these 

developments: Suzuki Daisetsu Teitarō (1870–1966) and Hisamatsu Shin’ichi (1889–

1980).  

SOURCE COMMODITIES

Architecture and design and home décor will be examined through the media of books 

(three in total), acquired from either Amazon or Barnes & Noble, and websites (twenty 

seven in total), accessed through Google.  Digital models will be examined through the 

media of digital applications from Apple and Nintendo or through websites featuring 

desktop wallpapers.  

Examining a book, website or digital application presents a special circumstance 

in which a variety of motifs imbued in numerous featured commodities are compounded 

into a single source—the book, website or digital application itself.  In most cases, this 

constellation effect is an expedient of sorts that ushers a multitude of motifs across a 

single transaction, the purchase of one commodity.  In other words, as one commodity is 
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purchased, a great number of motifs propagate into the social worlds of future buyers and

sellers.  

Take a book, for example.  One way in which propagation may be facilitated is 

through the viewership of not only the owner of a book but of secondary individuals who 

may access the book via shared interest.  Another possibility is through the actual 

application of a number of motifs in the book onto media observable by secondary 

viewers.       

Websites join in this constellation effect in a slightly different way.  Though 

websites are not commodities in and of themselves, they certainly accommodate within 

their pages a number of motifs as commodities.95  In some instances, the constellation of 

Zen related commodities presented in websites re-configure according to search 

information accrued and interpreted by the sites’ algorithms.  

Digital applications take part in the constellation effect in the same capacity as 

books.  The application itself is a single commodity, and the digital models depicted 

within, though virtual instead of material, are transferable into other forms of media as 

potential commodities.  In all cases, books, websites or digital applications, constellations

are contingent upon commodification at some point in the spectrum.  

BOOKS

Houses Now: Zen Interiors (2007) by Carles Broto

95 In the strictest sense, commodification involves not only the physical commodity but also 
services consumed.  Therefore, one could make the argument that websites may be considered 
commodities in the sense that one pays for Internet service.  However, the way in which one 
consumes Internet service complicates my aforementioned emphasis on buyer/seller transactions 
wherein individuals interact at a personal level, thus perpetuating aesthetic motifs through a 
single commodity easily identifiable with the term Zen.  Theoretically, this model still holds 
weight in the case of Internet consumption, as both buyers and sellers are certainly involved.  It is
too much to say, however, that the commodity (Internet service) through which motifs propagate 
is itself a Zen product.    
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Zen Interiors (1999) by Vinny Lee

Zen Style: Balance and Simplicity for Your Home (1999) by Jane Tidbury

WEBSITES 96

ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN, INTERIOR DÉCOR  

Allposters
www.allposters.com

Amazon
www.amazon.com

Cafepress
www.cafepress.com

Dream Home Decorating
www.dreamhomedecorating.com

Ebay
www.ebay.com

eHow
www.ehow.com

Etsy
www.etsy.com

Modern Decors
www.modern-decors.com

Modern Interior Decorating
www.modern-interior-decorating.com

Room Decorating Ideas
www.roomdecoratingideas.net

Toport
www.toport.com

Zen Architect
www.zenarchitect.com

96 In the below section on motifs, I choose one example for each motif, and therefore I do not cite
every website listed here.  Nevertheless, I have decided to list all websites wherein I have found 
at least one example of a “Zen” motif. 
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Zen Associates
www.zenassociates.com

Zen Interiors
www.zeninteriors.biz

Zen Inspired Home
www.zeninspiredhome.com

DIGITAL MODELS  

Amazon
www.amazon.com

Apple Products
www.apple.mmgn.com; www.itunes.apple.com

Blirk
www.blirk.net

The Conscious Life
www.theconsciouslife.com

Galan Design
www.galandesign.com

Nintendo
www.nintendo.com; www.amazon.com

Zen Bound
www.zenbound.com

THE ROLE OF AUTHORSHIP

This study is contingent upon a handful of authors (designers, marketers, and sellers to a 

lesser extent) who have associated the term Zen with certain commodities.  Therefore, the

connections made between the term Zen and these commodities could just as likely 

depend on the individuals’ sensibilities external to a conceptual trend encoded in the 

objects about which they write, a caveat I take in light of my contention that such 

sensibilities are derived from a material substrate.  I would argue, however, that despite 
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the suspension of a clear answer regarding the impetus behind the naming of 

commodities, the application of the term Zen is couched within the wider aesthetic power

of mimetic transfer.  Authors most likely name “Zen” commodities as such because 

conceptual, socio-aesthetic information within the commodities call for such a 

designation. 

In some instances (digital models especially) authors are absent from depictions 

of Zen objects.  This is an issue that, in a sense, has everything to do with the larger 

project at hand: the identification of motifs that abound beyond authorial intent.  I regard 

the availability of commodities associated with Zen in the absence of those who have 

made such associations a good example of how “Zen” transpires beyond definitive 

subjectivities.97

This is not the case in all instances, of course.  Needless to say, the books each 

have an author.  Connections between Zen and images featured in certain websites are 

established by a number of authors.  In almost all cases, however, authors rarely draw 

analytically robust connections between “Zen” and the objects they describe.  They 

describe objects in depth, and moods and sensations derived from such objects (and as we

will see, these descriptions invoke a concepts encoded in objects, thus folding together 

rhetoric and materiality).  But “Zen” is repetitively treated as a diaphanous overlay that 

fits the mold of these descriptions once they have already been made.  The paucity of 

analysis regarding “Zen” itself, however, is what I find most intriguing about connections

made between text and object, between the term Zen and the gamut of commodities with 

which it corresponds.

97 This is even more apparent in websites and blogs that involve the copying of original images 
and texts. 
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RANGE OF ANALYSIS

Before delving into the commodities themselves, I wish to briefly discuss why certain 

commodities have been chosen and why others have not.  I am particularly interested in 

commodities that present motifs having a wide range of application.  This means that 

color scheme, color tone, shape, texture, compositional arrangement, light contrast, and 

spatial positioning are of primary importance because they are common visual and 

structural denominators that facilitate the propagation of motifs.  That is to say, most 

motifs propagate according to rudimentary and enduring elements present in each 

commodity.   

Certain commodities have been chosen, therefore, not because they align with a 

certain expectation or fit within a specific taxonomy, but because they lend themselves to

mimetic transfer.  As a result, when I give attention to commodities often associated with 

what is commonly called the “Zen arts”, it is not because of this genre’s popularity in the 

West or because an examination of Zen aesthetic motifs should unequivocally be 

approached through the lens of the arts, but because the motifs under study happen to be 

present in the arts just as they are elsewhere.  Such motifs are certainly neither limited to 

the arts nor identifiable through the arts foremost.  Simply put, arts such as gardening, 

pottery making, calligraphy, tea, ikebana, and others are not a foray into the examination 

at hand, but rather products that lend themselves to what is primary, the motifs 

themselves. 

I would also like to make short mention of commodities that will not be 

examined.  There is quite an array of Zen related commodities associated with Zen that 
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fall outside the range of motifs recognized in this study.  Products such as Zen 

doghouses, Zen whisky flasks, Zen ceiling fans, Zen eyeliner, Zen MP3 players, and 

much more certainly call for a study regarding the diversity by which Zen is 

commodified.  I am without room in the present study for such ambitions, however.  

MOTIFS

What follows are the most common motifs depicted in the books and websites I have 

examined.  Key features I will be assessing are color, texture, shape, response to and 

incorporation of light, and the accommodation of space.  Each motif involves at least one 

of these features.98  And above all, these features are what constitute the concept of “Zen”

in each motif.

ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

Architecture and design relates to the format of a structured space aside from the 

decorative pieces that contribute to such space.  I will be focusing on interior spaces 

involving floors, ceilings, walls, partitions, windows, recessed spaces, countertops, large 

encasements and staircases.  

Floors are expansive and typically laid in the form of long wooden panels or 

finely cut stone tiles, such as marble.  Save for dining pieces, chairs, couches, coffee 

tables and potted plants, there are often very few objects on the floors.  Floors are almost 

always flush with walls with little to no objects at this juncture.99    

98 All motifs are enhanced by the framing of the image in which they are presented in the books 
and websites.  That is, the angle from which a motif is viewable plays a role in the motif’s 
presentation.  Despite these perspectives, each motif is aesthetically coherent with respect to 
features I assess. 
99 See Carles Broto, Houses Now: Zen Interiors (Barcelona: Links Books, 2007) p. 109.
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Ceilings are often high and vaulted, enhancing the amount of space from the floor

upward.  Skylights are a common addition, allowing the interior space to elevate beyond 

the ceiling.100

Walls are smooth, monochrome and often unadorned.  They are composed of 

stainless steel, wood, stone or synthetic fibers.  Grains in the materials flow along the 

height of the walls.  In concert with the floors and ceilings, the walls help define the 

abundance of interior space.101

Room partitions stand from floor to ceiling or one half to three quarters the height

of the interior space.  They are made of wood, rice paper with fine wood paneling or 

synthetic materials.  Most partitions create a sense of continual space occupying both 

sides.102 

Windows typically run the height of the walls, or in close measure.  They are 

without curtains, but many involve thin blinds that are almost always cracked.  Windows 

with or without blinds utilize light and shade in ways that allow the two tones to relate 

within the interior space of the room in marked contrast.103  

Countertops are elongated and composed of marble, stainless steel or porcelain.  

They either rest atop kitchen islands or protrude perpendicular from the dining wall.  

There are little to no kitchen utensils atop the counters and most have a bright sheen 

reflecting off their surfaces.104  

100 See Vinny Lee, Zen Interiors (New York: Stewart, Tabori and, Chang, 1999) p. 52.
101 See Lee, p. 70.
102 See Broto, p. 134.
103 See Broto, p. 83.
104 See Jane Tidbury, Zen Style: Balance and Simplicity for Your Home (New York: Universe 
Publishing, 1999) p. 72.
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Wall recesses are almost always designed for fireplaces.  The recesses are either 

square or rectangular (rather elongated).  They recede from the walls without frames 

outlining the points of recession.  As such, they appear as negative spaces within the 

walls rather than autonomous spaces.105    

There are two types of encasements: glass encasements106  running from floor to 

ceiling housing showers and atriums and monolith encasements107 made of steel, 

aluminum, carbon fiber, marble, concrete or wood, which rise from the floor and house 

baths, indoor pools and water basins. 

There are two types of staircases: staircases that are flush with high walls108 and 

staircases with very little structure save for slats that are either anchored to the wall or to 

a light framework.109  In the former motif, a sense of narrowness along the staircase is 

enhanced by one of its walls, which is itself always rather narrow, standing apart from the

opposite wall (often the far wall) as a partition in the room.  In the latter motif, the side 

opposite the far wall is open to the room, yet again enhancing the degree of interior 

space.

HOME DÉCOR

Home décor pertains to free standing or free hanging objects that accentuate interior 

spaces.  These objects may be organic or inorganic and are often dominant pieces that 

catch the eye, as they typically draw attention within the abundance of space in which 

they are situated.  Here, I will be touching upon furnishings such as chairs, tables, beds 

105 See Lee, p. 104.
106 See Broto, p. 42.
107 See Broto, p. 17.
108 See Lee, p. 79.
109 See Lee, p. 34.
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and cushions; lanterns; plants such as bamboo and long stemmed flowers; a variety of 

containers such as water basins, bowls, vases, pitchers and kettles; candles; and 

ornamental pieces such as images of the Buddha, stone groupings, ink brush paintings, 

miniature rock gardens and freestanding cubic structures. 

Chairs are thickset and often armless.  The seat and back are of relatively equal 

width and the front edges of the seat are usually flush with the legs.110

Tables are also thickset and usually in the form of a large wooden slab finely 

crafted with the grain flowing the length.  The space of the tabletops considerably out-

measures the spaces taken by the few objects sitting upon them.111   

Beds are almost always either queen or king size and either rest on low standing 

platforms typically made of wood, or sit within legless frames that rest on the floor.  On 

the platforms, mattresses are free sitting.  In the frames, mattresses are ensconced tightly 

within the dimensions of the frame.  All mattresses are fitted with sheets of grey to white 

color tone and have little to no patterned design.112

Like beds, cushions sit freely on the floor or are anchored to low standing wooden

platforms.  In the case of the latter, the cushions’ dimensions tend to be close in measure 

to the platforms upon which they sit, giving a sense of balance.113 

The common motif for lighting is the hanging lantern, usually spherical.  

Lanterns are usually made of paper or sculpted stone and cast dim, ambient light.114

Potted or vase-contained plants typically have long, protracted stems and there is 

little foliage, save for the blossoms, much like the traditional motif of ikebana (living 

110 See Broto, p. 14.
111 See Broto, p. 45.
112 See <http://www.roomdecoratingideas.net/zen-decor.php> (22 July 2012).
113 See <http://modern-decors.com/zen-style-decor/> (22 July 2012).
114 See http://www.modern-interior-decorating.com/decorating-zen-style.html (22 July 2012).
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flowers).  Limbs tend to fan or meander away from the stem or base of the container, 

such that the plant appears skeletal in many cases, like cherry blossoms (another 

traditional motif) with little foliage.  This motif is exhibited most often in taller plants, 

but smaller plants also imbibe this motif when they take the same form, only in lesser 

dimensions.115  

Bamboo, although a plant, is salient enough to become a motif itself.  Bamboo is 

one of the most common motifs and is seen placed throughout the interior of the home (as

well as exterior) in vases, as fountain pieces, as lampposts, and more.  It is almost always 

discarded of its natural foliage.116

The motifs of potted plants and bamboo are portrayed in paintings as well and 

seem to be derived from earlier Zen paintings involving whispery foliage.  Though the 

motif of whispery foliage has extended to the motifs of potted plants and stripped 

bamboo, there are many contemporary cases of paintings and other materials depicting 

whispery foliage, many of which involve bamboo in natural conditions.  

Water basins are thickset and made of porcelain, stone or stainless steel.  They are

typically large, deep and anchored to countertops or to pedestals.117 

Bowls, like bamboo, are a common motif.  They are typically made out of clay 

porcelain, polycarbonate or stone.  Often as independent objects, bowls are featured as 

centerpieces on tabletops, on freestanding columns or inside vacant cubicles.  Most bowls

are empty, but some contain smooth stones, pebbles, herbs and scents or fruit.118

115 See Lee, p. 25 and Tidbury, p. 71.
116 See Tidbury, p. 115.
117 See Lee, p. 127.
118 See Lee, p. 99.
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Vases appear to be either thickset and made of stone or porcelain or tall and 

slender and made of crystal glass.  As containers of plants, they partake in the plant 

motif, but they also stand vacant in many cases.119 

Pitchers and kettles resemble the motif of the ceremonial teapot.  They typically 

sit atop uncluttered surfaces either independent from other objects or next to bowls.120

Candles are either solitary or in small groupings of two or three.  Shafts are 

anchored to a platform, placed in a holder of equal or lesser height, or fitted within a 

holder rather low to the surface upon which it sits.  In very few cases are the holders 

ornate; they are typically smooth in texture and monotone in color.121

Images of the Buddha are typically in the form of sculptures, wall tiles or 

paintings.  Sculptures and wall tiles are made of stone and the color tones are black or 

dark hues of grey, brown or beige.  In most cases, the Buddha is depicted in two ways: in 

full-lotus pose (typically exhibiting the abhaya mudrā) or as only the head or bust 

(typically in the Greco-Buddhist style), with special attention to partially opened eyes.122  

The most common motif is the grouping of stones.  Most stones are smooth in 

texture and of earth-toned colors.  Many are oval and somewhat flattened in appearance.  

They range in sizes no larger than a tennis ball and either rest in bowls or sit in clusters 

typically independent of other objects.  In many cases, stone groupings are depicted in 

stacked formation in decorative poster prints.123

119 See Lee, p. 35.
120 See Broto, p. 129.
121 See Tidbury, p. 93.
122 See <http://www.zenspiredhome.com/shop/Zen_Inspired_Wall_Decor/Stillness> (22 July 
2012). 
123 See <http://www.amazon.com/Faith-Posters-Stones-11-9x35-7-inches/dp/B005XEP7LK> (22 
July 2012).
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Ink brush paintings are another common motif.  Many take the form of traditional

sumi-e (ink painting) pieces, the most popular of which is the ensō (circle).  There are 

also cases of ink brush paintings portraying non-traditional images.  In almost all cases, 

however, the white monochrome substrate and the salience of the black ink are 

recurring.124 

Miniature rock gardens are tabletop pieces that contain at least four essential 

items: a tray, sand, pebbles and a miniature rake.  Most rock gardens come with 

additional features such as miniature lanterns resembling ishidōrō (stone lanterns), 

candles and incense sticks.125 

The last motif is the free sitting, heavyset cube or prism.  Most are made of stone, 

wood or synthetic materials and sit as pedestals for decorative items such as bowls or 

candles.  In some cases they are used as functional pieces such as coffee tables, ottomans 

or chests.126     

DIGITAL MODELS

I have decided to give attention to digital models because there is a growing trend toward 

the digitization of information, and I presume we will see more motifs involved in media 

that accommodate this growth.  Many digital models tend to recapture some of the same 

motifs described above in new forms of media, such as gaming devices, smart phones and

displays, while other digital models have been around for quite some time, such as 

desktop wallpapers.  

124 See <http://www.etsy.com/listing/95135547/zen-summer-sea-shells-zen-painting-four? (22 
July 2012).
125 See <http://www.amazon.com/Furniture-Creations-13053-Tabletop-
Garden/dp/B0033CWXOI> (22 July 2012).
126 See Lee, p. 31.
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The most common motifs depicted on desktop wallpapers include bamboo and 

other types of whispery foliage,127 stone groupings,128 ink brush paintings (especially 

ensō)129 and rock gardens.130  Many of these motifs have been re-framed, so to speak, out 

of older forms of media such as paintings and prints.  The difference at present is that 

many displays are now mobile, such as the iPad, which allows the motifs a greater degree

of public visibility at higher frequencies.        

Apple has released a handful of Zen related applications, each of which can be 

described as presenting one of three motifs.  First, there is the rock garden motif.  

Applications titled Attaining Zen,131 iZen Garden132 and Zen Garden133 each involve 

ripples of sand in a miniature rock garden.  The first two also include stone groupings 

while the third allows one to make brush strokes in the sand.  Second, Zen Board134 and 

Zen Brush135 exhibit the ink brush motif by allowing one to write in black ink on a 

monochrome background.  Additionally, Zen Brush allows one to write against 

backgrounds of varying colors using virtual inks that also vary in color.  And like the 

desktop wallpapers, both the garden and ink brush applications allow one to use the 

display on which they are exhibited as a virtual piece that can be used in the same 

127 See <http://galandesign.com/blog/freebies/153/> (22 July 2012) and 
<http://theconsciouslife.com/zen-wallpapers-for-desktop.htm> (22 July 2012).
128 See <http://galandesign.com/blog/freebies/153/> (22 July 2012).
129 See <http://theconsciouslife.com/zen-wallpapers-for-desktop.htm> (22 July 2012).
130 See <http://theconsciouslife.com/zen-wallpapers-for-desktop.htm> (22 July 2012).
131 See <http://apple.mmgn.com/Apps/Attaining-Zen> (22 July 2012).
132 See <http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/izen-garden-for-ipad-tabletop/id364384280?mt=8> (22 
July 2012).
133 See <http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/zen-garden-hd/id364033594?mt=8> (22 July 2012).
134 See <http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/zen-garden-hd/id364033594?mt=8> (22 July 2012).
135 See <http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/zen-brush/id382200873?mt=8> (22 July 2012).
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capacities as older media.  Third, the games Zen Bound136 and Zen Bound 2137 each use 

the cherry blossom motif as a dominant theme throughout, and also exhibit monochrome 

backgrounds somewhat similar to those in the ink brush applications.      

Nintendo has produced a series of puzzle solving games titled Zenses for the DS 

system.  There are three games in the series: Garden,138 Rainforest139 and Ocean140.  A 

common image involved in each game is a stone on the front cover of the game card 

packaging.  This stone resembles the kind presented in the stone grouping motif: smooth, 

earth-toned in color, oval and somewhat flat.  

Game-play for Zenses: Garden involves an image of stacked stones from which 

one can select various puzzle challenges with titles on each stone.  One level involves 

interaction with a heavy looking stone in a rock garden.141  Another level involves 

configuring symbols written in black and colored ink against a monochrome background 

of rice paper.142  A third level involves matching shapes against a background of sand 

ripples in a rock garden.143  Zenses: Rainforest, in addition to the stone on the packaging 

cover, presents an image of a bamboo forest.     

MODES OF TRANSFORMATION

136 See <http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/zen-bound/id400670361?mt=8> (22 July 2012).
137 See <http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/zen-bound-2-universal/id363308208?mt=8> (22 July 
2012).
138 See <http://www.amazon.com/Zenses-Zen-Garden-Nintendo-DS/dp/B003WT1UOG> (22 
July 2012).
139 See <http://www.amazon.com/Zenses-Rainforest-Edition-Nintendo-DS/dp/B0013LTP6U> 
(22 July 2012).
140 See <http://www.amazon.com/Zenses-Ocean-Edition-Nintendo-DS/dp/B0013LTP6K> (22 
July 2012).
141 See <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-8geQN8SM5Q> (22 July 2012).
142 See <http://www.allgame.com/game.php?id=68615&tab=screen> (22 July 2012).
143 See <http://www.allgame.com/game.php?id=68615&tab=screen> (22 July 2012).
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Part of the purpose of discussing these motifs has been to provide the most consistent 

forms of materials and media related to Zen in the contemporary marketplace.  Some 

motifs are relatively new, as in the case of chairs, beds and water basins.  Other motifs 

have consistently been related to Zen for quite some time, such as bamboo, cherry 

blossoms, and ink brush painting.  

The other purpose of this discussion is to demonstrate ways in which perennial 

motifs undergo transformations in concert with different types of media.  After all, this is 

how motifs are able to propagate so prolifically.  There are three modes according to 

which this transformation occurs: interchangeability, pan-materiality, and combination.  

Interchangeability has been discussed to some extent already.  When plants 

typically used in the art of ikebana are replaced by other types of plants, we find a case of

interchangeability.  But the contents of interchangeability can range across a wide array 

of materials and media.  For example, the potted or vase-contained plant motif stays 

intact when plants are interchanged with other materials such as incense sticks or kitchen 

utensils,144 each of which fan away from the base of their containers.  We find another 

example when the motif of the Buddha in meditative position is interchanged with an art 

print of a modern-day yoga practitioner sitting in like position while exhibiting a chic 

fashion style.145  Another example is the use of the pitcher or kettle as a contemporary 

renewal of the traditional teapot motif.  

The second mode of transformation is pan-materiality.  Similar to 

interchangeability, this mode pertains to the incorporation of different kinds of materials, 

but in a slightly different way.  In this case, the motifs are consistent in their most 

144 See Tidbury, p. 58.
145 See <http://www.allposters.com/-sp/Zen-Posters_i911688_.htm> (20 July 2012).
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common forms, but the material substrates or media upon which they become salient vary

extensively.  For example, the bamboo motif, which is typically presented as bamboo 

itself or on paintings and prints, is transposable upon materials such as shower curtains,146

yoga mats and tee shirts.  The stacked stone motif is widely applied across media such as 

kitchen aprons,147 pillows and necklaces.

Third is the mode of combination.  In this mode at least two motifs are combined 

into one media or set of materials.  The Apple application Zen Garden is a good example,

as one is able to draw in rock garden sand in the traditional ink brush style.  Another 

example is the common grouping of stones in a bowl.148

RHETORIC

In this section, I attempt to systematize the rhetoric authors use to supplement 

illustrations of architecture and design and home décor.  Unfortunately, there is far too 

little written about Zen related digital models to systematize rhetoric regarding this 

category of motifs.  Nevertheless, the first two categories provide ample content for 

inquiry.  

In the grand scheme of this study, rhetoric is a substantial point of inquiry.  

Within the dialectic between social constructivism and material agency, touched upon 

previously, rhetoric typically falls on the side of the former as a voice of subjective 

considerations about things.  My intention is to present a case for rhetoric as a mode of 

146 See <http://www.amazon.com/Maytex-Garden-PEVA-Shower-Curtain/dp/B002E1ASZK> 
(20 July 2012).
147 See <http://www.cafepress.com/+zen_rocks_bbq_apron,169210974> (20 July 2012).
148 See Lee, p. 27.
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thinking inextricably bound up with things, however.  Christopher Tilley espouses this 

same kind of approach to the language/material binary: 

Material forms complement what can be communicated in language rather than 
duplicating or reflecting what can be said in words in a material form.  If material 
culture simply reified in a material medium that which could be communicated in 
words it would be quite redundant.  The non-verbal materiality of the medium is 
thus of central importance.149

Tilley suggests here that the medium itself can be cognitively registered and articulated 

according to two modes of communication: one verbal, and one non-verbal.  But neither 

mode should obviate the other.  

This is the exact point I wish to advance concerning “Zen”.  I hold that this term 

is conceptually present in the very fabric of material objects and physical dimensions of 

space.  That is, “Zen” is not merely a signifier in the traditional sense, but the linguistic 

presentation of a set of material concepts.  And this presentation in written or vocalized 

form should not misrepresent its material capacity.

Of course, the term “Zen” is itself solitary, and thus does not unfold much when 

written or spoken.  This may lead one to think of the term as a mere descriptor among 

others.  But I argue that “Zen” is a way of articulating in written or vocalized form an 

individual’s cognitive relation to arrangements of materials and spaces, and does not 

emerge as a “signifier” until the individual evaluates such materials and spaces foremost. 

From my own readings of the source materials, I gather there are three major 

classifications authors consistently use, which are helpful for systematizing connections 

between Zen and related environments: emotive, perceptual and stylistic.  As I will show 

shortly, each of these classifications deal with the materiality of domestic spaces.  The 

149 Christopher Tilley, “Objectification,” in Chris Tilley et al. eds. Handbook of Material Culture 
(London: Sage Publications, 2006) p. 62.
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authors commonly address the occupant’s relationships to their domestic spaces in terms 

of identity construction, moods, feelings, and sensations.  And “Zen” is the common 

thread to which these terms are inextricably linked; it is the definitive conceptual 

analogue articulated by these spaces.

EMOTIVE

I use the term emotive to designate objects that, according to the authors’ claims, elicit 

psychological moods and feelings in the viewer.  What I find most interesting about 

rhetoric describing the emotive capacities of motifs are the authors’ emphases on moods 

and feelings attributable to unfettered individuality, to self-expression either through a 

paucity of surrounding objects or substantiated by objects and spaces situated to the 

viewer’s liking.  In any case, I suggest that this kind of individuality is indexed in either 

the material objects themselves or their configurations in relation to each other; 

individuality is not an autonomous expression free to emerge only when materials are 

subjectively arranged, so to speak.

When introducing his book Houses Now: Zen Interiors, Carles Broto discusses 

the refined sensibilities Zen architecture evokes in its viewers: “The dialogue between the

buildings and the public takes place both in the forms and in spirituality: it is the 

architecture of calm, reflection and meditation.”150  Here the configuration of design 

should accommodate the seamless transition of Zen from a principle of spatial relations 

to a motivator of interior moods as well as meditative states.

Vinny Lee introduces her book, Zen Interiors, by associating a “pan-Asian” 

propensity for a sense of calm and tranquility with structural design: 

150 Broto, p. 7.
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[The] quest for peace and tranquility has led designers and decorators to look to 
the East to the natural harmony and balance of Asian homes and to the simplicity 
of their art and design.  In this book, Zen Interiors, we trace the contemporary 
influence of the East on the Western home, showing how the calm, natural 
harmony, and balance that is seen in Asia can be used to create living spaces that 
provide a tranquil respite from our increasingly frantic lifestyles.151  

Lee seems to authenticate the emotive power of Zen according to regional identities.  

And from these identities, Zen related design has made its way into the Western home.  

An appeal to an “original identity” attempts to substantiate not only the emotional states 

Lee claims to be induced by Zen but also the forms of material design associated with 

these states.   That is, Westerners are able to self-identify as “authentic” inter-actants with

“Zen” when the material design fits the part.            

Jane Tidbury opens her book, Zen Style: Balance and Simplicity for Your Home, 

with a discussion of the liberating effects a Zen lifestyle has upon the self-determined 

orientation of the individual: 

Zen is an approach to life, a way of being, rather than a philosophy or a set 
doctrine.  It is more a personal journey of discovery which aims to free the mind 
so that a greater level of awareness—both of ourselves and the world around us—
can be achieved.  Since each journey is unique, Zen has no rules or set paths to 
follow.  Instead, there are merely guidelines by which a person is encouraged to 
find and follow their own course.152

Tidbury enlarges the emotive capacity of Zen to encompass modes of being without 

specification for what modes correspond to Zen particularly.  The implication here is that 

Zen is tractable to personal choices.  But I would argue that individuality, as presented by

Tidbury, emerges only through one’s interface with certain objects; objects influence 

feelings of individuality, in other words.  How individuality is encoded in objects is an 

inquiry for another project entirely, but I suggest that “Zen”, and the capacity for 

151 Lee, p. 7.
152 Tidbury, p. 7.
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individuality with which the term appears to be synonymous, is in the materials, not in an

idealization of self that is extraneous to materials.  

Regarding the relationship between the expressive capacity of the individual and 

Zen design more specifically, Tidbury has the following to say: “…Zen style is about 

self-expression—creating a space that suits each of us as an individual, allowing us to 

feel refreshed and enlightened when we are there.”153    It seems to follow hereafter that if

Zen is attributable to multiple lifestyles then it is also imbibed by the spatial 

arrangements of one’s choice; anything goes, so to speak.  I believe Tidbury is 

suggesting, however, that structural design and the placement of décor should be minimal

enough to allow one to harness a sense of personal freedom, which a cluttered space 

would not accommodate.  Again, I think self-identity here emerges not from an absence 

of materials, but through such an absence.  

Renate Hering-Shepard includes “a calm overall look”154 in a list of seven 

elements of Zen interior design she offers in her website dreamhomedecorating.com.  

Following her itemization of elements, Hering-Shepard provides a summary with an 

appeal to the emotional benefits of Zen design, stating that “by using Zen interior design 

you’ll create a peaceful, inspiring home that looks good without looking dressed up.”155  

Similar to Tidbury, Hering-Shepard seems to suggest that minimizing the amount of 

decorative items within one’s living space will allow an unfettered individuality to 

emerge.

153 Tidbury, p. 8.
154 Renate Hering-Shepard, Zen Interior Design: The Dos & Don'tsOf Zen Design & Zen 
Decorating, 2007, <http://www.dreamhomedecorating.com/zen-interior-design.html> (20 July 
2011).
155 Hering-Shepard, Zen Interior Design.
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Thomas C. Burger, in his website zeninteriors.biz, appeals to sensibilities of 

renewal and the fulfillment of desire, claiming that Zen environments can effect life 

altering transitions into peace and benevolence:  

We at Zen Interiors, Inc. have a vision where EACH and EVERY person will 
live, work and learn in environments that soothe their souls; that call them 

to be more peaceful, more loving, more productive and more joyful; 
environments that cause a rebirth of their dreams and desires.  What 
would be possible when each of us is surrounded by life giving 
environments? Environments that take us on magical journeys through 
space and time. Where ceilings, walls and floors disappear opening 
secret passages to higher places to one’s inner soul. Causing a genesis
of love, peace and of life itself.156

Here we find a more explicit reference to materials as indexes of individuality.  The idea 

seems to be that these materials are epistemic markers by which a person is capable of 

knowing when self-expression is active.  

PERCEPTUAL

Authors use rhetoric of perception to note the relationship between objects and the spaces

in which they are situated.  I use “perceptual” in particular because although authors tend 

to describe the contexts of objects on the objects own terms, such contexts can only be 

described according to the viewer’s perception.  

A good example of the rhetoric of perception can be found in Broto’s work:  

Zen Interiors responds to the modern inner urge to pare down and slow down felt 
by many.  These are serene, uncluttered havens from the outside world, achieved 
through the harmonious application of concepts central to Zen: simplicity, inner 
calm, harmony.157

156 Thomas C. Burger, Zen Interiors, Inc. <http://www.zeninteriors.biz/home.html> (17 January 
2012).
157 Broto, p. 7.
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In this case, it seems as if there is a kind of compounding effect wherein the very 

concepts which Broto identifies with Zen should themselves be executed in harmony (as 

a single principle) rather than ordered into isolated priorities. 

Another example can be found at roomdecoratingideas.com where an author 

known only as Talya supplements images of Zen related décor with her own analysis: 

“The key to Zen decor is simplicity. The goal is to create a harmonious interior that 

simply flows, without any obstacles, clutter, or unnecessary items in the way which 

allows you to ‘be’ in the present moment.”158  Here we find that a Zen interior takes on 

the attributes of harmony, simplicity and fluidity in close conjunction.  The particularities

of each are undeveloped, however.  One could surmise that such particularities dissolve 

into a singular, ill-defined amalgam best described as Zen.     

Regarding simplicity more specifically, Broto espouses a paucity of materials, 

insofar as absence is balanced with practical necessity:  

It is the architecture of silence, of subtle expressions that seek the complicity of 
its occupants and of the context in which it is located.  The simple design of 
buildings or public spaces, far more than a reduction to simplicity.  It also requires
a great effort—often even greater than that made by other architectural 
tendencies—because fewer elements means fewer possibilities and alternatives, 
and it is more difficult to achieve amenable, illuminated rooms that have a 
welcoming and relaxing atmosphere.159

We learn here that simplicity, although not indulged, is important enough to call into 

question what is really needed for daily living.  Moreover, the constant negotiation 

between simplicity and amenability seems to indicate that Zen is not only an aesthetic 

value of material design but also a guiding method for arranging necessary materials 

within a given space.     

158 Talya, Room Decorating Ideas, March 2009, <http://www.roomdecoratingideas.net/zen-
decor.php> (15 November 2011).
159 Broto, p. 7.
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Lee accords balance in interior space to principles she identifies with Zen 

“philosophy”:

In the world of Zen philosophy, the balance of elements and nature is central 
to its beliefs and so vital to the Zen interior, implemented through color as well 
as objects.  Earth and water, fire and forest elements should be represented in 
equal proportions, and where an element is missing or insufficiently represented, 
use color to redress equilibrium.160

Balance in the interior should correspond to balance as a condition of the natural world.  

As a value of mediation, Zen stands in as an aesthetic indicator pointing to conditions as 

they already exist.  This use of Zen as a marker rather than as a term requiring elaboration

obviates more intellectual inquiry and, instead, externalizes meaning onto what is 

visually immediate.     

Tidbury identifies purity as a crucial element of Zen design, one that facilitates “a 

new way of seeing.”161  As she writes, “When we see something in isolation, we see it 

without confusion and therefore, we see it more intensely and more clearly.  The color of 

a flower, the movement of water, the outline of an object—in their purest form, we are 

able to look beyond what we normally see with a fresh eye.”162   Again, Zen seems to be 

referred to as an enriched way of seeing the world in its natural, unfettered condition.  

The implication is that Zen delineates objects of visibility without necessitating further 

intellectual inquiry.   

When discussing the widening of space in order to create conditions that are 

serene, Lee has the following to say:

The features that you should especially concentrate and expand on are the 
windows (especially if the view is attractive), and other light sources and 
openings.  But above all, see just how much quietness and serenity you can 

160 Lee, p. 23.
161 Tidbury, p. 15.
162 Tidbury, p. 15.
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achieve within the space.  Serenity is most likely to come about through 
simplicity in your surroundings and, as with the Zen principles of balance, this 
should be through contact with nature and light.163

Like many of the descriptors discussed thus far, serenity seems to be a Zen principle, but 

one that is treated less as a category within Zen and more as a category commensurate 

with Zen itself.  As a result, Zen becomes entirely accessible in a domain of sensory 

experience.   

Next to simplicity, harmony is the most frequently used descriptor.  And like 

balance, harmony between structural designs, furnishings and items of décor extends to 

relations with the occupant.  Lee uses the analogies of music and color to demonstrate 

this relationship: “As with chords in music, achieve harmony in color by using tones 

from the same family.  A too sharp contrast or clash creates discord, which jars or 

aggravates, rather than relaxes, the mind.”164 As an element of Zen interior design, Lee 

portrays Zen as a mode of sensory experience, activated when object and spatial relations

are most congruous.  This implies that Zen undergirds or even circumvents higher-order 

intellectual sensibilities and taps directly into rote, visceral modes of reception.         

STYLISTIC

Stylistic rhetoric corresponds to the physical properties authors identify as essential to 

Zen-related design.  The most frequently used stylistic descriptors modify the 

characteristics of space, light, linearity, texture, nature and color.  Space and light should 

163 Lee, p. 15.
164 Lee, p. 20.
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be expansive and diffuse, lines well defined yet subtle, textures either smooth or naturally

rough, materials of design naturally occurring, and colors earth-toned. 

As one who attends to structural design more than home décor, Broto employs 

rhetorical descriptors that correspond to fundamental properties such as walls and floors.  

He discusses their linearity, texture and space, specifically:

It is said that “less is more”, and the spaces are adapted to an idea of life that is 
intended to be simple, allowing the fascination to be shown in the linearity of a 
wall, in the smooth textures of a floor, in a reserved space, in the hole as 
structuring element of this architecture that seeks its essences.165

 
Tidbury also attends to walls and floors in these terms but includes descriptors of light 

and color: 

For the eye and mind to flow freely through the Zen home, the architectural style 
must be without distractions.  Clean lines, pale colors, restrained repeat patterns, 
and smooth, uninterrupted walls and floors all help to lead the eye onwards, 
giving the home a sense of space.  Strong shapes, outlines, and the use of 
symmetry bring a sense of order and balance to the architectural style.  In this 
way, walls and floors do not jostle for attention, but recede from the eye, and the 
feeling of space and light intensifies.166 

We may gather from Broto and Tidbury that the basic structural elements of walls and 

floors set the tone for Zen design.  Rather than boldly demarcating the boundaries 

between walls and floors, lines should emerge subtly from these structures’ vertical and 

horizontal axes.  Further, space and light should expand between these axes, also in 

subtle fashion.  Shapes should be well defined, textures smooth and colors subdued.  

Like Broto and Tidbury, Hering-Shepard includes linearity, space and color 

among her list of essential elements of Zen interior design.  As she notes, Zen design 

should include “Clean lines: nothing that’s visually busy;” “Open, clear spaces (zero 

165 Broto, p. 7.
166 Tidbury, p. 19.
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clutter);” and “Low-impact colors taken from nature, a minimum of (subtle) pattern.”167  

Talya mentions linearity and color as well, stating that “color tones in the home should be

earthy, and the furniture you have around the house should have simple, clean lines and 

be in keeping with the color scheme.”168 

A common thread throughout most descriptions is the appeal to nature.  In fact, 

references to nature can be found in conjunction with each of the properties listed above. 

Let us begin with space.    

Tidbury identifies space as a property that should cast the illusion of boundless 

breadth beyond the confines of the interior, as if the outside world interfaces with the 

inner domain of the home without clear determinants of difference:  

A sense of space is the most important element and all other considerations 
should feed into this.  If we were to remove the walls of our home we would have 
an interior landscape that is fluid and limitless.  Structurally, of course, it is not 
practical to remove every wall, but this is, in a sense, the aim of the Zen home—
to create a place that feels open, and without boundaries (or direction)—a place 
where we no longer feel confined by the structure.169

The reference to landscape is telling in this instance.  Not only should the home open to 

the outside world in various capacities, it should also accommodate the exterior by 

inviting it inward as unbroken scenery.       

Light, as a natural source of illumination and warmth, bridges the appeal to nature

in the most direct way.  Lee takes interest in light not only for its aesthetic value but for 

its capacity as an agent of healthy living:       

Light is a vital ingredient in daily life and our primary source of illumination as 
well as a giver of heat.  Light simulates the sense of sight, encourages plants and 
other living things to grow, and along with water and air it is an essential element 
in maintaining health and vitality.  Most living organisms need light to function. 

167 Hering-Shepard, Zen Interior Design.
168 Talya, Room Decorating Ideas.  
169 Tidbury, p. 19.
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Plants, people and animals respond positively to daylight not only in terms of 
growth but also in less obvious ways, such as the activities of digestion and 
hormone efficiency.  As such, it is an essential element of the Zen interior.170 

In this case, Zen relates to eco-biology, specifically to light as a stimulator of plant and 

animal function.  As we have seen in several of the authors’ treatments of Zen thus far, 

Lee affixes Zen as a catch-all label to matters discussed prior to its own invocation.  This 

post-positioning of “Zen” suggests that Lee is articulating concepts encoded in visually 

accessible information in terms of this designation; she is not, in other words, suggesting 

that Zen already corresponds to these concepts as an autonomous signifier.  In this case, 

Zen takes on the language of eco-biology, with specific reference to light as a stimulator 

of plant and animal function.     

The predominant characteristic of shapes is linearity, whether it applies to walls, 

floors, chairs, tables, cubic blocks, and more.  Lee suggests, however, that curves come 

closer to resembling nature:

Zen considers straight lines to be more restful than curves because they suggest 
calmness, but it is also against the rigidity of exactness and parallels because they 
are not true to nature.  Zen symbols include the “living” circle, which is drawn 
freehand and deliberately slightly untrue to suggest that it is a form of nature 
rather than one made by machine.171

It follows from Lee’s understanding that Zen is again commensurate with natural 

conditions.  Additionally, Zen is set in opposition to materials construed by mechanical 

means.  In this regard, Zen obtains in materials involving imperfections, asymmetry and 

natural emergence. 

170 Lee, p. 60.
171 Lee, pp. 23-24.
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The polarization between materials in nature and mechanical production can also 

be seen in descriptions of texture.  Tidbury, for example, espouses natural values in items

of décor, namely those of restfulness, irregularity and non-domestication:   

If we wish to strive for a restful interior, we should create interest through the 
innate irregular patterns and textures of natural materials rather than the printed 
designs on fabrics and wallpapers that serve to distract the eye, claiming our 
attention…We can also use the patterns and textures in nature as inspiration for 
our own creativity in the home—roughened surfaces, mottled formations, chalky 
substances—all of these can be interpreted as decorative effects.172

Tidbury seems to take issue not only with the idea of mechanical production, but of 

mechanical re-production more specifically.  Accordingly, Zen stands in as an alternative

to imitation—a view rather different from my own.   

Finally we come to the characteristic of color.  Recurring descriptors of color 

evoke the earth, sky and sun.  Take this unknown author’s recommendation at modern-

interior-decorating.com is another example: “When decorating in zen style, earthy colors 

are the most suitable.  Think of sky blue, brown, deep green…white and pale violets are 

[sic] also work well.”173  And Lee recommends colors that correspond to specific objects 

of nature, such as the sun, nuts and fruit:  

A hint of warmth in shades of cream or yellow gives an impression of sun and 
comfort, which is relaxing and therefore calming…In warmer climates, or rooms 
used during the summer, pure white and soft hues of sky blue, almond green or 
lemon are refreshing and cooling.174

We may ascertain in these instances that Zen not only corresponds to color shades within 

like range of the natural objects to which these authors allude, but is actually presented 

in, and defined by, these objects foremost.        

172 Tidbury, p. 58.
173 Unknown, Decorating Zen Style - "Less Is More" Home Decorating Tips, 2011, 
<http://www.modern-interior-decorating.com/decorating-zen-style.html> (20 February 2011).
174 Lee, p. 15.
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I would like to suggest at this juncture that there is a connection between the 

presence of Zen in objects and media in the marketplace and the TZN features of 

ineffability and non-duality.  To review, ineffability and non-duality pertain to the 

absence, or the imperative to eliminate, modes of mediation between subject and object.  

Ineffability regards the transcendence of linguistic and conceptual mediums that 

foreground the subject against a field of objects to be assessed, organized, stratified, all in

relation to the subject.  Non-duality addresses the condition of subject-object bifurcation 

by emphasizing a need to equivocate the re-presentational aspects of both subject and 

object and realizing a unified, coherent “nature” in which subject and object participate 

beyond exclusivity.  

Though I am not inclined to think the authors examined above are consciously 

advancing notions regarding these two features, there is something to be said for the 

conceptualization “Zen” in terms of physical dimensions—the folding together of a 

linguistic and material binary.  In the case of the marketplace, Zen-related information 

oversteps representation and instead becomes unmediated presentation.  As such, 

knowledge about Zen accords directly with its “phenomenal” appearances, dismissing 

intellectual (non-sensual) means of understanding as a result.  

But what circumstances have contributed to this special status?  In the next 

chapter, I want to turn back the clock to the twentieth century to highlight early semiotic 

developments in Zen in the West.  I intend to show that TZN and Zen in the marketplace 

share a common root—the formulations of Suzuki Daisetsu Teitarō and Hisamatsu 

Shin’ichi.  I wish to show a triangular correlation between these individuals’ accounts of 
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Zen, the theoretical constructs of TZN (namely those of ineffability and non-duality), and

the eventual diffusion of Zen related imagery in the marketplace.  

I also devote some attention in the next chapter to motifs that supplement the 

pages of literary works on Zen written for a Western audience in the latter half of the 

twentieth century.  My intention here is to demonstrate how relationships between 

rhetoric and visual/material objects have a common root in “Zen” conceptual analogues.  

These analogues, moreover, eventually lead into the contemporary marketplace and 

engender the kind of rhetoric/object relationships we have just examined in this chapter.   

CHAPTER THREE

ZEN’S PATH INTO THE CONTEMPORARY MARKETPLACE: SEMIOTIC

DEVELOPMENTS AND HISTORICAL ANALOGUES 

So the thing to do when working on a motorcycle, as in any
other task, is to cultivate the peace of mind which does not
separate one’s self from one’s surroundings. When that is
done successfully,  then everything else follows naturally.
Peace of mind produces right values, right values produce
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right  thoughts.  Right  thoughts  produce  right  actions  and
right  actions  produce  work  which  will  be  a  material
reflection for others to see of the serenity at the center of it
all.

—Robert M. Pirsig, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle   
      Maintenance: An Inquiry into Values (1974)

As we have seen in chapter two, contemporary rhetoric related to Zen design and 

décor approximates the material and physical aspects of objects and spaces.  Rather than 

adding a second-order layer of linguistic analysis onto these objects and spaces, “Zen” 

related rhetoric speaks on behalf of concepts already encoded in them, concepts which 

interact with individuals along visceral and psycho-somatic registers.  We now turn to 

some early semiotic developments which have paved the way for individuals’ 

relationships with “Zen” environments.  Afterward, I look at some examples of illustrated

motifs in the pages of literary works authored by individuals I hold to be influenced by 

early semiotic developments in Westernized Zen.  I am inclined to think of these motifs 

as pictured analogues of the material forms we encountered in the pages of contemporary 

works on Zen design and décor.   

SEMIOTIC DEVELOPMENTS

Any discussion of Zen in the West must take into consideration the pizza effect foremost.

Much like the modern pizza—which was imported into the United States from Italy 

initially as its less popular predecessor and re-imported back into Italy following its many

transitions—Zen emerges from and transitions across shared ideas and practices; it is 
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entirely dialogical, never the sole enterprise of a particular people or region.  Suzuki’s 

ideas, for example, extend from his interests in Christian mysticism, American 

Transcendentalism, psychoanalysis, positivism, American occult traditions and more.175  

Likewise, over the course of his travels to Europe and the United States, Hisamatsu 

interacted with prominent Western thinkers such as Martin Heidegger and Carl Gustav 

Jung.176

SUZUKI DAISETSU TEITARŌ177

Religious and philosophical interests aside, I think it is almost certain that Suzuki’s 

confrontation with Western imperialism was the most salient motivator behind his 

construction of a uniquely Western brand of Zen.  As a formidable antagonist against 

Japanese socio-political and religious life, the encroaching power of the West provided 

members of Zen clerical orders an opportunity to create an “other” against which they 

could hold a mirror to themselves.  Additionally, this kind of self-identification often 

entailed the emergence of self through the dynamic process of informing the other.  In the

case of Suzuki, teaching Zen to a Western audience involved a rather inconspicuous 

coupling of nativism (nihonjinron) with reverse-Orientalist sensibilities.

175 See Bernard Faure, Chan Insights and Oversights: An Epistemological Critique of the Chan 
Tradition (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1993) pp. 60-62, 63, 63-64. For positivism, 
see Robert H. Sharf, “The Zen of Japanese Nationalism,” in Curators of the Buddha: The Study 
of Buddhism Under Colonialism, ed. Donald Lopez (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
1995) pp. 116-123. For American occult traditions, see Thomas A. Tweed, “American Occultism 
and Japanese Buddhism: Albert J. Edmunds, D.T. Suzuki, and Translocative History,” Japanese 
Journal of Religious Studies 32, no. 2 (2005), pp. 254-259, 262-267.
176 See Christopher Ives “True Person, Formless Self: Lay Zen Master Hisamatsu Shin’ichi,” in 
Zen Masters, ed. Steven Heine and Dale S. Wright (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010) p. 
235 (endnote 2).
177 My analysis of Suzuki is largely based on Sharf’s writings.  Otherwise, any direct quotes are 
taken from Suzuki’s writings in English.  Given that Suzuki’s approach to Zen in English takes a 
polemical tone unlike his writings in Japanese, my analysis of Suzuki is qualified in this regard. 
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In “The Zen of Japanese Nationalism,” Sharf identifies this coupling couched 

amidst the writings of Suzuki and his Japanese contemporaries.  Sharf demonstrates that, 

beginning in the Meiji period, through the efforts of several rōshi and their close 

followers (Suzuki included), Zen was purported to be a teaching pre-disposed to find a 

home in Japan and readily absorbed into the fabric of Japanese ideology and customs.178  

As the “intellectual property” of the Japanese, Zen could be disseminated to 

those willing to learn.  Nevertheless, this manner of teaching entailed a kind of 

surreptitious deposition of Zen into the West under the guise of a “philosophy” easily 

adaptable and innocuous to Western religious as well as secular ideologies.  In short, 

Zen clergy who found the encroachment of Western ways of life alarming could 

counter in the ways they were most suited—not through a display of similar feats of 

technological production (medicine, engineering, architecture) or via geo-political 

action, but through ideological infiltration (though not necessarily salient to one’s 

consciousness).        

This intellectual stance carried over into Nishida Kitarō’s (1870-1945) Kyoto 

School of the 1930s, in which time he wrote of the natural “propensity” for the 

Japanese people to acquire Zen in its most authentic form:

I believe that underlying the Oriental view of the world and of humanity there 
has been something equal, if not superior, to Occidental conceptions.  
Underlying both Chinese and Indian cultures there was something truly great, 
but they lacked a spirit of resolutely seeking out the true facts and therefore 
became rigid and fossilized.  That the Japanese alone in the Orient, though 
sharing in these cultural influences [i.e., ones in common with India and China],
have gone forward to absorb Occidental culture and have also been considered 
the creators of a new Oriental culture, is due, is it not, mainly to the same 
Japanese spirit, free and unfettered, which ‘goes straight to things’?179

178 Sharf, pp. 107-112.
179 Nishida Kitarō, “The Problem of Japanese Culture,” trans. Masao Abe, in Sources of Japanese
Tradition Volume 2, ed. Wm. Theodore de Bary (New York: Columbia University Press, 1958), 
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To go “straight to things” is synonymous with pure experience (J. junsui keiken), a 

notion that Zen ideologues considered the essence of not only Buddhism but of life in 

general.180  We can best think of pure experience as the pre-reflective engagement with 

the present whereby the distinction between subject and object, as couched in 

discursive thinking, dissipates.  This is something quite different, however, from 

having an experience, in which case experience is reflected upon.  

According to ideologues such as Nishida, the only people who were able to tap 

into experience properly were the Japanese themselves.  Subsequently, as the key 

ingredient in the reverse-Orientalist push to indoctrinate the West, at least in matters of 

religion, experience proper became the lowest common denominator to which Japanese

and Westerners alike could attain shared ground.  This is because all matters take place 

in the present, regardless of whether they are reflected upon, by whom, or where.  

Given that all human affairs may be rooted in pure experience, and given that the 

Japanese had a “predisposition” to engage experience as it manifests in the present, the 

West became the target of an eager and didactic group of  “informants” who took it 

upon themselves to be teachers of Zen, to firmly plant the tradition in Western soil and 

tend to its growth. 

Suzuki was a close interlocutor with Nishida, and his English writings exhibit a 

steady resonance with Nishida’s notion of pure experience.  Let us look at a few 

examples of how Suzuki’s accounts of Zen frame experience as a pedagogical 

necessity.  Perhaps one of his most concise and telling statements on this matter regards

the indiscernibility between Zen and experience: “To study Zen means to have Zen 

p. 352.
180 Sharf, p. 124.
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experience, for without the experience there is no Zen one can study.”181  Suzuki 

executes two basic intellectual maneuvers here.  First, as a signifier, he frees the term 

Zen from any strict connection to the signifieds with which it is conventionally bound 

in historical, institutional contexts.  Second, he opens up the term Zen to a gamut of 

sensory encounters to which it can be subsequently affixed as a rubric.  

These two ideas are fleshed out further when Suzuki turns to matters of 

epistemological essences:

The basic idea of Zen is to come in touch with the inner workings of our being, 
and to do this in the most direct way possible, without resorting to anything 
external or superadded…Zen professes itself to be the spirit of Buddhism, but in
fact it is the spirit of all religions and philosophies.  When Zen is thoroughly 
understood, absolute peace of mind is attained, and a man lives as he ought to 
live.182

Not only does Suzuki frame Zen as the lowest common denominator shared between 

varieties of knowledge, he indicates degrees by which Zen, as a kind of essential 

epistemology, can be properly harnessed.  This, of course, implies a master/apprentice 

relationship designed to correct a discrepancy between Japan and the West.   

The primary point I want to extrapolate from Suzuki’s crafting of Zen is that the

term takes a semiotic turn toward the accommodation of experience without remainder. 

This turn is rooted in the impetus to elevate the status of Zen onto an international stage

as a one size fits all method for religious and philosophical insight.  

What happens, however, when Zen comes to signify experience as it relates to 

the arts?  On this matter, Suzuki has stated that “every brush stroke…is directly 

connected with inner spirit not at all hampered by extraneous matters such as concepts, 

181 D. T. Suzuki, “An Interpretation of Zen Experience,” in The Japanese Mind: Essentials of 
Japanese Philosophy and Culture, ed. Charles A. Moore (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 
1967), p. 123. 
182 D. T. Suzuki, “A Reply from D. T. Suzuki,” Encounter 17, no. 4 (1961) p. 57.
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etc.”183  It appears here that Suzuki regards the organization of an external world into 

artificially discrete concepts as erroneous.  He advocates a clear and open path between 

the interior of the individual and the world of experience.   In short, Suzuki both adopts 

and amplifies a popular understanding of the individual as an empty vessel.  This 

vacuity of the individual is necessary for “truths” in the phenomenal world of 

experience to be actualized without obstruction.  

I contend, however, that Suzuki’s treatment of conceptuality as an inhibitor to 

phenomenal experience actually opens the individual to conceptuality prefigured in the 

phenomenal world.  Although Suzuki most certainly would not frame conceptuality in 

this light (as entrenched in one’s surroundings), his constant critique of the self-

determined individual suggests that one should adopt the phenomenal world into his or 

her innermost being.            

HISAMATSU SHIN’ICHI

The framing of Zen as an entirely neutral and all encompassing logos can be largely 

attributed to the writings of Suzuki.  Hisamatsu, nevertheless, was the most 

instrumental Japanese thinker regarding the infusion of this brand of Zen into the 

visual, material and performative arts of Japan—demonstrative practices to which a 

nativist ideology could be tethered.  

When describing the Zen arts to a Western audience, Hisamatsu claimed that 

one should dispense with analytical thought and “first fully make [one’s] own the 

religious substance involved.”184  One must ask, however, what is this religious 

substance?  As Sharf has noted, Hisamatsu established a homology between Japanese 

183 D. T. Suzuki, “Zen and Japanese Culture,” in Essays in Zen Buddhism, 3rd series (London: 
Luzac & Co., 1934), p. 309.
184 Shin’ichi Hisamatsu, “On Zen Art,” The Eastern Buddhist 1, no. 2, (September 1966) p. 24.
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Zen and the artistic practices the tradition appropriated from other regions and 

countries, specifically China.185  The idea, then, was to reduce the arts to a unified field 

of participatory aesthetic and kinesthetic practice best executed when Zen is the guiding

principle.  That is, while not all art is ostensibly Zen art, Zen can potentially imbue any 

art form.  With such an expansive domain within which to emerge as a functional 

essence, one should not be surprised that the term Zen transitions in the West into a 

signifier in tight correspondence to a seemingly endless amount of visual referents 

produced in the marketplace.  

In his work “On the Look and Logos of Zen Art,” Levine notes (albeit from a 

perspective more critical than the phrase suggests), “we want our Zen and we want to 

see it.”186  But how do we recognize it?  Taking a close look at Hisamatsu’s 

systemization of Zen art provides an answer.  

Levine has noted one strong link in particular between Zen’s aesthetic 

application in the contemporary marketplace and Hisamatsu’s formulation of an 

aesthetic taxonomy.  In a blog titled “Presentation Zen: Gates, Jobs, & the Zen 

aesthetic”, Gary Reynolds extolled the Zen approach Steve Jobs takes in his computer 

slide presentations.  Reynolds outlined seven key themes that exemplified the 

streamlined elegance of Zen aesthetics: “Simplicity; Subtlety; Elegance; Suggestive 

rather than the descriptive or obvious; Naturalness (i.e., nothing artificial or forced); 

Empty space (or negative space); Stillness; Tranquility; and Eliminating the non-

essential.”187  Levine traces these themes to Hisamatsu’s Zen and the Fine Arts, wherein

185 Sharf, p 134.
186 Gregory Levine, “On the Look and Logos of Zen Art,” (forthcoming 2013) p. 20.
187Gary Reynolds, “Presentation Zen,” 2005, 
<http://presentationzen.blogs.com/presentationzen/2005/11/the_zen_estheti.html> (3 March 
2011).
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Hisamatsu identifies arts such as ink painting, calligraphy and garden design as 

exemplary of a pan-Japanese aesthetic sensibility rooted in Zen.  

Hisamatsu divided Zen aesthetics into “Seven Characteristics”: Asymmetry, 

Simplicity, Austere Sublimity or Lofty Dryness, Naturalness, Subtle Profundity or 

Profound Subtlety, Freedom from Attachment, and Tranquility.188  Each theme shares a 

common thread at the center of Hisamatsu’s nativist posture toward art: the notion of 

“Oriental nothingness” (Tōyōteki mu).   As Levine has proposed, “Zen art in particular 

has been associated with words such as simplicity, asymmetry, abstraction, and 

suggestion and concepts such as intuitive grasp of essence and the fusion of subject-

object within Nothingness.”189  As we can see, Hisamatsu’s “Seven Characteristics” is 

an organized approach to principles beyond the domain of art, principles that are 

applicable to the domain of mundane, human affairs.  Hisamatsu espouses a total fusion

between art and what he sees as a common denominator of mutual essence.  Art, 

therefore, is the complete instantiation of “essence” without remainder; as nothing 

distinguishable, it is “Nothing” at all.     

This fusion leaves Hisamatsu’s audience with an inability (or at least a lack of 

motivation) to negotiate intra-artistic forms, practices, categories, and so forth as well 

as extra-artistic pursuits of craft, avocation and lifestyle.  I believe this implosion of 

difference is a major contributor to subsequent developments in the marketplace 

wherein Zen aesthetic motifs transform according to modes of interchangeability, pan-

materiality and combination.  

188 See Shin’ichi Hisamatsu, Zen and the Fine Arts, trans. G. Tokiwa. (New York: Kodansha 
America, 1971).
189 Levine, p. 35.
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Taking into consideration the presence of particular concepts within the material

and spatial domains with which individuals interact, Suzuki and Hisamatsu have little 

to offer.  But they do open the door for individuals to externalize Zen onto these 

domains.  This is there most significant contribution with respect to Zen in the 

marketplace.  Zen as a concept mat be situated within the fabric of media—in linearity, 

smooth surfaces, natural colors and textures, and even in the absence of materials (the 

accommodation of open space).    

At this point, we can now link the nascent semiotic developments of Zen in the 

West to both TZN and Zen in the marketplace.  Concerning TZN, we must keep in 

mind that the narrative is just as new as it is old.  There are endless ways in which the 

idealistic features attributable to past archetypes can be renewed according to modern 

day instances.  Likewise, modern-day “instances” function to redact the past as a series 

of precedents amenable to present decidability.  This anachronistic constellation makes 

the search for TZN’s most salient individuals of influence rather difficult, but I think it 

is safe to say that Suzuki and Hisamatsu are definite forerunners.  

Zen in the marketplace can be traced back to a reservoir of intellectual 

production guided by Suzuki and Hisamatsu.  This is most apparent in the rhetoric 

authors use to describe architecture and design and home décor.  One difference 

between Zen in the marketplace and TZN, however, is that while TZN remains largely 

an intellectual position, the marketplace exhibits a visual and material genealogy within

the narrative.  One way of thinking about it is that Zen in the marketplace is a concrete 

and tangible form of TZN in process.190        

190 And yet, there are those whose reservations with the commodification of Zen seem evocative 
of TZN.  Take for example, Samantha Persons’s blog titled Zen Buddhism in America: What is 
it? Where is it? Commodity and Consumption.  Persons seems to have a grasp of the intellectual 
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As we have seen, Suzuki and Hisamatsu emphasize experience and Nothingness

respectively (though not exclusively).  The TZN features of ineffability and non-duality

fold experience and Nothingness together by deemphasizing projection, prominence, 

reification and the like.  But the key is that they are deemphasized precisely where they 

are most obvious; this is the catch: to experience any thing at all is to experience 

Nothingness instantiated as the actual.  What is more, Nothingness also obtains in the 

subject who “experiences” phenomena as inter-subjective—entirely co-extensive with 

subjectivity, that is.  As for ineffability, silence stands in to attenuate the framing of 

experience into subject and object according to linguistic delineations.  Silence, in other

words, allows the subject to embody Nothingness; it is the “ultimate truth,” as Heine 

has noted.191   

This coherence between Suzuki and Hisamatsu and TZN has not gone 

unnoticed.  Levine tackles the TZN-like sensibilities couched within Hisamatsu’s 

account of Zen, and also Nishida and Suzuki by extension:      

Zen art à la Hisamatsu is arguably of dubious relationship historically, lexically,

history behind the growth of Zen in the West, especially with reference to the American art world
of the 1950s and 60s.  In this regard, she takes into consideration the nuance of historical 
transactions in a vein similar to HCC.  At the same time, however, she appeals to a dichotomy 
between East and West (initially proposed by Suzuki) whereby she can frame the Western 
fetishization of the commodity as a “dualistic” tendency to separate objects of desire from what is
fundamentally a field of subject/object coalescence.  Persons writes, “[T]he Idea of Zen 
Buddhism as a serious subject within contemporary American life is nothing more than an 
attraction or spectacle of commodity.  Suzuki Points [sic] out that the Western mind, especially 
after Descartes, is so much given to the epistemological approach as to be inevitably dualistic, 
whereas the Eastern mind prefers to remain on a level where dualism is unborn; or rather to return
to it, since it is impossible to grow up in a society without developing a somewhat separate self 
which will think for itself and of itself.”  Given what is known about Suzuki up to this point, I 
think it is fitting to place Persons into TZN, at least with respect to her stance on 
commodification in particular.  See Samantha Persons, “Zen Buddhism in America: What is it? 
Where is it? Commodity and Consumption,” Samantha Persons: Living with Cultural 
Commodity: Saturation, Envelopment, Engorgement, 2008, <www.samanthapersons.com> (16 
September, 2010).  
191 Heine, Zen Skin, Zen Marrow: Will the Real Zen Buddhism Please Stand Up?, p. 6.
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and anthropologically to medieval and early modern Zen and even to present-
day monastic life and ritual.  Hisamatsu’s Zen art, whatever it may be, mimics 
therefore the ahistorical portability of the modern de-contextualized, abstract, 
universalized Zen, developed by Nishida and Suzuki, whose essence lies in 
mystical experience rather than actual institutions, objects, and ritual practices 
of monastery and temple.  That is as it should be, one might say; Hisamatsu was
part of his age.  But we tend to forget that Hisamatsu’s Seven Characteristics is 
part of the modern period drama about Zen and a newly discovered “culture of 
Nothingness,” one that is as anachronistic as it is nationalistic, but granted still 
considerable and unquestioned authority.192

The functionality of Zen as extra-institutional is what guides its narrative efficacy.  Zen 

can be “realized” at any moment, anywhere.  And as a-historical constructs, ineffability

and non-duality subsist across time and are thus always available for realization and 

engagement.    

By the same token, there is something to be said for the way the contemporary 

authors examined above carry the torch lit by individuals such as Suzuki, Hisamatsu, 

and also Nishida.  What I find to be most noteworthy are their emphases on the trans-

spatial coherence between home occupants and the objects that commune with their 

subjectivities.  In a vein similar to what Suzuki and Hisamatsu propose, these 

contemporary authors express the need for Zen design to be an “architecture of silence, 

of subtle expressions that seek the complicity of its occupants and the context in which 

it is located;”193 to “free the mind so that a greater level of awareness—both of 

ourselves and the world around us—can be achieved;”194 and to allow “you to ‘be’ in 

the present moment.”195  Despite the obvious prominence of self-orientation and self-

expression we have seen as well, there is a concurrent stress on what we can feasibly 

call a kind of Nothingness that obtains in the occupant—an emptiness that 

192 Levine, pp. 44-45.
193 Broto, p. 7.
194 Tidbury p. 7
195 Talya, Room Decorating Ideas.
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accommodates and fosters the remaking of a new and improved self, one which is 

authenticated in connection to a Zen spatial context.  

What we find in the relationship between author and object are strands of TZN 

interlaced with instructions on living in an environment that actualizes TZN on a visual 

and material level, a level ultimately seeded in commodification.  In the final analysis, I

want to take a brief excursion through a number of earlier literary works where TZN 

related ideas are situated next to visual precedents to the kind of Zen aesthetic motifs 

we find today in the marketplace.  Although the relationships between narrative and 

visual presentations in these earlier works are not oriented around commodification, 

these relationships are nevertheless commodifiable.   

RHETORIC AND MOTIF: HISTORICAL ANALOGUES

In this section, I attempt to juxtapose an adopted rhetoric of Zen in the West with a 

repertoire of common aesthetic motifs authors present as illustrative of Zen.  I use the 

term juxtapose carefully, because in many cases there are not clear ties between written 

accounts of Zen and the imbrications of images alongside these accounts.  This 

discrepancy is most likely derivative of the absence of a specialized knowledge of 

Zen’s institutional and canonical complexities.  Not only did Suzuki and Hisamatsu 

obscure these aspects of Zen, but in their place offered a streamlined brand of Zen 

discarded of weighty “verbalism.”196 What working knowledge the authors below have 

offered is bound by the same deference to concepts encoded in materiality, the same 

kind of deference to which authors writing on Zen design and décor are also bound, 

196 D. T. Suzuki, Zen and Japanese Culture (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1959) p. 
6.
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I contend that words like “emptiness,” “simplicity” and “essence” beg to be 

reified and envisaged in discrete ways; they come out of their self-referential shells and 

open to a world of visual and material presences.  That is, if such words are not 

deferrable onto more complex and rigorous “verbalizations”, they may be deferrable 

onto non-verbal depictions.  

Below are six works on Zen written in the latter half of the twentieth century.  

These works are especially useful for our purposes in tracing a visual genealogy of 

aesthetic motifs that come to proliferate in the contemporary marketplace in material 

form.  They range from topics on art, to Japanese culture, to architecture, to general 

accounts of Zen.  

Art historian Langdon Warner (1881–1955) was a clear example of a scholar 

who took Suzuki’s notion of Zen at face value.  The section on Zen in his work The 

Enduring Arts of Japan makes this all too apparent, as he affirms Suzuki’s notion of an 

essential “truth” as it relates to “universal unity.”197  

What I find most useful in Warner’s work is the series of illustrations in the 

latter third, especially those related to natural foliage and landscapes.198  They depict 

whispery leaves, plumb and cherry blossoms, mountains, bodies of water and rocks.  

Three depictions that I find relevant to contemporary motifs are the sparseness of tree 

limbs with little foliage (cherry blossom motif),199 the whispery fanning out of tall 

leaves of grass (whispery foliage motif)200 and rocks in sand (stone groupings motif).201 

197 Langdon Warner, The Enduring Art of Japan (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1952) p. 103.
198 See Warner, p. 176-78.
199 See Warner, p. 176.
200 See Warner, p. 177.
201 See Warner, p. 178.
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Concerning this last motif, Warner provides a description that echoes ideals of 

naturalness and the non-interference of deliberative efforts toward ordered 

arrangement:   

The paintings not only illustrate Zen subjects but demonstrate by their manner 
the principles of restraint and swift abbreviated rendering, seemingly careless, 
that are taught by Zen; gardens the taste of priests and cultivated laymen and 
their preference for surroundings where the artifice of arrangement has been 
carried to such a pitch as almost to obliterate itself and appear to be nature…”202

 
As an example of this technique, Warner references a painting by Sesshū Tōyō (1420-

1506) titled Waves Against Rocks.  The painting is characterized primarily by an 

austere, monochrome background with two large rocks in the foreground. 

Next, we turn to one of the most influential Western authors on Zen: Alan Watts

(1915-1973).  In his fist book, The Spirit of Zen: A Way of Life, Work and Art in the 

Far East, Watts borrowed heavily from Suzuki, claiming that “it is largely owing to his 

work that we know anything of the subject [Zen] at all.”203  Watts’s affinity for the 

work of Suzuki is apparent from the outset of The Spirit of Zen, where he opens a 

discussion of Zen’s origins as such: “Just as it is impossible to explain the beauty of a 

sunset to a man blind from his birth, so is it impossible for sages to find any words 

which will express their wisdom to men of lesser understanding.”204  Zen’s origins are 

problematized by its own “essence”, which is ultimately a-historical and “realized” 

only non-verbally.  Watt’s holds that Zen is not a temporally situated tradition, in other 

words.  

202 See Warner, p. 100.
203 Alan Watts, The Spirit of Zen (New York: Grove Press, 1958) p. 17.
204 See Watts, p. 21.
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Illustrations in Watts’ work incorporate sparse, meandering limbs (part of the 

potted or vase-contained plant motif),205 white, monochrome space (part of the ink 

brush painting motif),206 the bamboo motif,207 ink brush calligraphy (part of the ink 

brush painting motif )208 and the rock garden motif.209  There are no direct references to 

the illustrations, however.  Watts’s audience may be left with the impression that the 

illustrations are authenticated by the written content of his work, with little need to 

explain their function within the tradition save for brief citations.    

Hugo Munsterberg’s (1863-1916) Zen and Oriental Art is another heavyweight 

work in the dissemination of the “Zen arts” among Western readers.  Again, 

illustrations of monochrome space and calligraphy (ink brush painting)210 and whispery

foliage211 are present.  But Munsterberg also devotes special attention to architecture 

and design.  In this he recognizes a Zen spiritual essence:

The qualities which today seem peculiar to the Japanese aesthetic sensibility, 
such as simplicity, plainness, restraint, and severity of design, are ultimately 
derived from Zen sources.  In fact, the whole feeling of calm and purity that we 
associate with Japanese architecture expresses the Zen spirit very beautifully.212

In fact, Munsterberg’s language here seems to foreshadow the commonplace rhetoric 

we have seen in contemporary works.  In this case, not only does Munsterberg echo the 

streamlined conceptuality of Zen essentialism, he offers a prototype set of serial 

descriptors (“simplicity,” “plainness,” “restraint,” “calm,” and others) which function to

205 See Watts, pp. 45-46.
206 See Watts, p. 82.
207 See Watts, p. 122.
208 See Watts, p. 125.
209 See Watts, p. 127.
210 See Hugo Munsterberg, Zen and Oriental Art (Rutland, VT: Tuttle, 1965) pp. 74, 86.
211 See Munsterberg, pp. 78-79.
212 Munsterberg, p. 101.
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evaluate architectural space.  We see another example of this technical exposition in 

Munsterberg’s description of the teahouse:   

…[I]t is not too much to say that through the teahouse, the spirit of Zen has 
permeated all of Japanese architecture.  Again, as in other cases, the Japanese, 
who prefer the simple lines and empty space of their own houses in contrast to 
the cluttered and often ornate interiors of the West, are not consciously thinking 
in Zen terms but have simply absorbed these ideals as part of the climate of 
opinion in which they grew up.213

Motifs that present Munsterberg’s accounts of architectural design and the tearoom can 

be seen in the illustrations of expansive interior and exterior ground space in and 

around temple grounds (floor motif),214 particularly Daitokuji in Kyōto.  

The bowl and rock garden motifs also appear in this work.  The bowls215 closely

resemble those depicted in contemporary works; they are unornamented and made of 

either stone or porcelain.  The photographic framing of these bowls in close-up shots 

and in isolation adds to this motif, as many bowls in the contemporary interior are 

pictured as objects distanced from others.  The rock garden at Ryōanji in Kyōto216 is 

shown in this work, making it among the first, along with Watts’s exhibition, to present

what has now become a widespread symbol of Japan and of Zen in particular.  I have 

little doubt that this illustration has been highly influential in the subsequent recurrence 

of the rock garden and stone cluster motifs.  

By the time of the publication of Jan Fontein and Money L. Hickman’s Zen 

Painting & Calligraphy, many of the same illustrations are in recurrent use.  As a 

survey of the mediums of Zen painting and calligraphy, this is of course 

understandable.  One motif which I find worth noting, however, is the plum blossom, 

213 See Munsterberg, p. 108.
214 See Munsterberg, p. 115.
215 See Munsterberg, p. 112.
216 See Munsterberg, p. 119.
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which resembles quite closely the motif of the cherry blossom in wide use today.  In 

reference to the painting Plum Blossoms217 by Kyūshū Kyōkyaku (a. 14th c.), Fontein 

and Hickman emphasize aspects of purity and simplicity:

Their symbolic association with purity of spirit made the plum blossom a 
suitable topic for poetry as well as monochrome painting…Given their deep 
interest in natural beauty and simplicity, it is not surprising that the Ch’an 
priests soon incorporated the plum blossom into their literary and artistic 
repertoire.218

In this description, the authors authenticate the motif of plum blossoms according to the

interests of Chan priests.  Here we have an example of a link between purity and 

simplicity and a degree of clerical certification.  Whether this link can be substantiated 

is rather dubious, however.  

In Zen Art for Meditation, Stewart W. Holmes and Chimyo Horioka provide us 

with one motif of special interest.  Similar to Hsia Kuei’s painting of Yaoshan in 

dialogue with Li Ao, which we saw previously in Suzuki’s work, Holmes and Horioka 

offer a painting which enacts a similar, if not the same, scenario.  The painting is titled 

Animal Frolic,219 by Toba Sōjō.  According to the authors, we see a solemn frog 

neutralizing a talkative ape by refraining from speech.  This is in reference to a parable 

regarding Linji’s response to a monk who asked a particular question:   

“What is the meaning of Bodhidharma’s coming from the West?”  The master’s 
reply, in D. T. Suzuki’s version of the story was, “If there were any meaning, no
one could save even himself.”  Toba says the same thing through the loquacious
ape and solemn frog.  Those who don’t know, tell; those who know—intuitively
and profoundly—don’t tell.  They just laugh at any attempt to express the 
meaning of life in words.220

217 See Jan Fontein and Money L. Hickman, Zen Painting & Calligraphy (Boston: Museum of 
Fine Arts, 1970) p. 88.
218 Fontein and Hickman, pp. 88-90.
219 See Stewart Holmes and Chimyo Horioka, Zen Art for Meditation (Rutland, VT: Tuttle, 1973)
p. 97.
220 See Holmes and Horioka, p. 98.
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As the title of their work suggests, Holmes and Horioka are primarily interested in the 

pictured symbolism of meditation, or “nonverbal experience” more specifically.221  

Both authors were affiliated with the Cambridge Buddhist Association, which at the 

time of publication was in close dialogue with individuals such as Suzuki and 

Hisamatsu.  In any case, the shared motif is the potted or vase-contained plant which 

sits between the interlocutors.  In this illustration, the vase holds a lotus flower instead 

of a wiry plant with no blossoms.  But the structures of the vases are similar—thin in 

the neck, wide at the base and unadorned.    

This motif is fitting for the next work at hand: Thomas Hoover’s Zen Culture.  

Yet again, the potted or vase-contained plant motif manages to re-emerge, this time in 

isolation from the context of dialogue, however.  What we see is a simple, streamlined 

vase (thin at the neck, wide at the base) holding a chabana (tea flower).222  The flower 

meanders out above and beyond the vase, making the vase appear rather compact in 

comparison. 

Another motif that warrants our attention is the floor motif.  In one illustration 

in particular,223 an archer stands in drawn position on a wide floor space constructed out

of long wooden boards, just as we see in contemporary floor designs.     

In reference to Zen interior design in general, Hoover gives a psychologized 

account of the effects Zen has upon the occupant:

In addition to the aesthetic aspects, there is also a quality of psychological 
suggestion stemming from Zen in the Japanese house.  Zen monks early realized

221 See Holmes and Horioka, back insert.
222 See Hoover, Zen Culture (New York: Random House, 1977) p. 218.
223 See Hoover, p. 66.
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that the cell-like austerity of a room could be used to manipulate the 
consciousness of those caught in its precincts.224

What I find most interesting about this description is that Hoover distinguishes between

aesthetic aspects (which seems to correspond to the rhetorical descriptions of style akin 

to those in the tripartite division I touch upon in the section on rhetoric in chapter three)

and psychological aspects (which correspond to emotive and perceptual readings in this

division).  In other words, there are attributes among, within, and between the materials

of design which are separate (to some degree) from the subject, yet also interactive with

the subject.

            This concludes our examination of Zen aesthetic motifs past and present and the 

semiotic thread that subsists along their relationships.  A look at semiotic developments 

during the nascent stages of Zen teachings in the West as well as a look at some literary 

examples which derive from and extend these developments has provided a bit of 

continuity between motifs as we find them today in the marketplace and their earlier 

forms.  

CONCLUSION

We come back full circle now to where we began.  This study attends to what I 

believe to be a growing diffusion of Zen throughout the marketplace at a velocity and 

range out-measuring scholarly modes of observing, collecting, researching, publishing 

and most of all managing discursive content related to Zen.  The discrepancy between 

Zen as an object of discourse, especially in Western academia, and the diffusion of Zen in

the marketplace is exacerbated by a difference in modes of engagement, between scholars

224 Hoover, p. 143.
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on the one hand and buyers and sellers without agendas rooted in critical discourse on the

other.        

This discrepancy also creates a growing rift in how we understand religion in the 

late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries.  I argue that religion’s place as a mode of 

belief and practice isolated to the inner-sanctum of the “religious” subject is somewhat 

outmoded now.  Religion is evolving.  Its immersion into liberal, free-market capitalism 

expedites this evolution many times over.  To whom, or better yet, to what we attribute 

religion changes along this evolutionary course.  Whether or not traditions (communities 

of  people gathered around certain beliefs, narratives, doctrines, practices and so forth 

across time) remain the main focal point of religious attribution is a major challenge now.

To recap, semiotic asymmetry between the term “Zen” and its corresponding 

signified and referent objects in the marketplace is a major dynamic behind the rapid and 

expansive spread of Zen aesthetic motifs.  Buyers and sellers who engage motifs non-

discursively do so without concern for the historical, popular, doctrinal or institutional 

contexts of Zen.  The Traditional Zen Narrative, as I contend, has played a major role in 

the proliferation in the marketplace of a plethora of instantiations in unfettered 

correspondence with Zen.  When you add figures such as Suzuki and Hisamatsu to the 

equation, it becomes clear how TZN grew out of their contributions to the West, and also 

how TZN employed their ideas in a domain that quite literally capitalizes off of them.  

Ideological implications aside, there is much to say about Zen aesthetic motifs in 

the marketplace—from their structural appearances, to their topical commonalities, to 

how they are described by authors of architecture and design and home décor, to how 

they have spread into digital, even virtual contexts.  The assemblages of materials these 
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motifs involve are extremely varied and seemingly innumerable.  The marketplace 

patrons these motifs involve are also innumerable and without consensus regarding 

motivations behind their purchases.

And yet, something takes form out of these material and individual contributions. 

A thread of common semblances obtains along a temporal and spatial path (though it is 

one that is extremely complex).  Where the trajectory of this path leads is unknowable but

not untraceable.  I have decided that this phenomenon in the marketplace is far too 

intriguing, far too critical, and far too significant to the study of Zen to overlook.  I think 

following its evolution is vital to the study of Zen now and in the future.   

Ultimately, much lies in store for commodified Zen in the future—even the near 

future given the telescoping rate of novel change throughout the entire spectrum of social 

life.  Zen is no longer reducible to a “tradition”, if by tradition we mean the authority of 

the past.  To the contrary, perhaps now we can think of Zen as an ever-continuing 

assemblage under the authority of an unknown future.      
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